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ABSTRACT

This thesis is based on research that was conducted on fragment α of AM 162 B fol., which preserves *Njáls saga*. The manuscript has not received enough attention in previous scholarship. The thesis contains a full diplomatic edition of the text alongside with a detailed analysis of the manuscript.

The main aim of this thesis was to set a possible date of the manuscript’s writing based on an analysis of the palaeographical, phonological, and orthographical features of the fragment in comparison with other medieval manuscripts which themselves have well-established writing dates.

Additionally, the textual transmission of the text preserved in the fragment was examined to review the relationship between α and other manuscripts that preserve text which corresponds to that of α. With the use of the software programmes Pars and Draw Tree, the first unrooted-stemma of chapter 8 of *Njáls saga* was prepared. This establishes the basis for further research on the transmission of this part of the saga in post-medieval manuscripts.

The edition presents the fragment’s text on three different levels. The first level is the facsimile level, where all special signs and the layout of the text are reproduced as close to the original as possible. On the second level, the diplomatic level, abbreviations are expanded and no special signs are reproduced. The third level gives a normalized spelling of the text according to the orthography of Classical Old Norse.
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1. Introduction

In the Middle Ages, Icelandic scribes produced an unprecedented range of literature in the vernacular. Many of these manuscripts have been preserved to this day as a result of the outstanding efforts of antiquarian Árni Magnússon in the 17th century, and these manuscripts present unique opportunities for contemporary researchers. According to Már Jónsson (2012, 11), there are 876 vellum and 55 paper manuscripts in Old Icelandic which date to the years 1101-1600. A significant number of these manuscripts are incomplete, or otherwise contain just one or two leaves (Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson 2005, 249; Már Jónsson 2012, 13). This thesis is based on an examination of one of these fragmentary manuscripts, specifically fragment α of AM 162 B fol. The author selected this particular manuscript in hopes of contributing to a research project entitled *The Variance of Njáls saga* which is currently underway at the Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies (Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir et al. 2012, 62-63).

Manuscript AM 162 B α fol., preserved in the collection owned by the Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies, is a fragment which has not thus far been the subject of considerable research. This is presumably because of its condition, size, and the lack of information about its provenance. Scholars have limited themselves to cursory descriptions of the manuscript and rather rough attempts at dating it. The use of fragment α in the existing editions of *Njáls saga* have also been very limited.

As such, the aim of this thesis is not only to estimate a probable date of the manuscript’s writing, but also to establish a position of the manuscript within the history of the text’s transmission, which is preserved in this manuscript. The thesis consists of ten main chapters in which specific theoretical problems are discussed. Furthermore, an edition of the fragment has been prepared and can be found in the appendix, together with notes on the transcription. Lastly, at the end of the thesis, there is a summary of the types of abbreviations which occur in the fragment, as well as an alphabet of AM 162 B α, where particular graphs appearing in the manuscript have been collected.
1.1 Methodology

This thesis is a hybrid of editorial work, and codicological, palaeographic and linguistic analyses, as well as an attempt at textual criticism. Therefore, almost every chapter required a different methodological approach and different tools.

The thesis details the palaeographic research which was conducted on the manuscript and was mainly based on comparative analyses of script and letterforms. These comparisons were made with the intention of establishing a possible date of the manuscript’s writing. The works of Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2004, 2005, 2007, 2008), Albert Derolez (2003), and Lars Svensson (1974) were used as a basis for the palaeographic research.

The thesis’ linguistic and orthographic analyses are based on features of the manuscript that have already been pointed out and well discussed in secondary literature, such as in works of Hreinn Benediktsson (1965, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c), Stefán Karlsson (1978, 2002, 2004), and Haraldur Bernhardsson (2013). Comparative analysis was employed in these chapters to show the similarities and differences between the text of α and the corresponding texts preserved in other medieval manuscripts.

The textual transmission analysis was conducted with the use of tools employed in new stemmatics, as well as in traditional stemmatology. The phylogenetic analysis was based on the work of Peter Robinson (1997) and Robert O’Hara (1993, 1996), but following the example of Alaric Hall (2013), the software programmes Pars and Draw Tree were used instead of PAUP. However, as it is described in more detail in chapter 9.2, a manual comparison of variants was also employed with the purpose of confirming the results of the computer-assisted analysis.

The edition of the text preserved in AM 162 B α fol. is based on the transcription which was done electronically using XML mark-up language and the Oxygen XML Editor programme’s academic licence. The edition was prepared on three levels: facsimile, diplomatic and normalized. This transcription method was selected because of the intention to publish
text from this fragment in the Medieval Nordic Text Archive, where it will reach a wider audience. More about the characteristics of the edition can be found in chapter 11.

2. Codicological description and provenance

This chapter aims to give the reader an overview of the codicological features of the fragment. Not much can be said about the provenance of the manuscript, since Árni Magnússon did not attach any note indicating from where he obtained the fragment or who owned it before. The only information that we have is that on December 10, 1885, Kristian Kálund attached a slip to α which read “AM 162 B α fol – 2 blade”, and two days later, he wrote a note which referred to all fragments in the AM 162 B fol. and which summarized all the contents of the set: “10 mbr. fragmenter af Njíáls saga. I er 56 blade.”

AM 162 B α fol., as all manuscripts from the AM collection, was previously stored in Copenhagen, and on July 18, 1973, it was transferred to the Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies in Reykjavík. According to the online manuscript catalogue Handrit.is, the fragment was rebound in a paper folder on November 1965 by Birgitte Dall, as with all manuscripts in the AM 162 B fol.

2.1 Support and condition

The AM 162 B α fol. consists of two conjoint leaves. The size of leaf 1 is 197 mm x 142 mm. Leaf 2 is 195 mm x 147 mm. The lower corner of leaf 1 has been trimmed and a square of parchment cut off. This missing square would have been 28 mm vertical x 19 mm horizontal in size. The online catalogue Handrit.is gives the size of the fragment as 204 mm x 149 mm, which is accurate if we measure both leaves together and attempt to estimate the size of the original manuscript book that α might have belonged to.

The parchment itself is in rather good condition, although it is dark and slightly damaged due to dirt and use. However, the text is illegible in many places on leaves 1r and 2r, most likely because the fragment was used for a book binding or as a book cover. This
assumption can be made because of the visible folding lines on the fragment, as are depicted in the diagram below (Img. 1).

Looking at 1v and 2r, it seems that the fragment was first folded backwards at the top (arrow 1). Then the sides were bent inwards. It is not possible to establish which side was folded before the other one, but it is certain that the top flap was bent first, since the change of folding direction can be recognized in the side lines.

The topmost part of the fragment, just by the edge leaf (part II), was folded outwards again in order to achieve a straight line. Because of the original shape of the leaf, when the first fold was made (part I and II together), the curved fragment (part II) would have jutted out. This explains why it was then folded under part I.
Image 2 above shows how the fragment would look after folding. We would see side 1r in part III and side 2v in part IV. However, parts V and VI, which were previously folded outwards along with part I, would have shown sides 1v and 2r. If the main part (part VII) faced inwards in the book that was covered with the fragment, and the other side was used as an outside cover for a book, that would explain why the text on 1v and 2r is better preserved than it is on 1r and 2v: 1r and 2v were exposed to the damages and dirt which are typical when a book has been regularly used.

Folding lines are visible on the leaves. There is a vertical line on leaf nr. 2 which is 35 mm from the edge, and on leaf no. 1, the line is 19 mm from the edge. A horizontal line is 55 mm from the top edge. The dashed line in the middle of leaf 1 (Img. 1) seems to be the mark left by the spine of a book that was covered by the α parchment. However, this is not certain since the position of the line is not exactly in the middle of the fragment, as we would expect if it were a full book cover.

The fragment’s writing space is around 150 mm x 115 mm. Prick marks are clearly visible and are arranged at regular 5 mm intervals. No signs of ruling can be recognized, and the scribe does not follow the lines that the pricking would suggest. Leaf 1r contains 25 lines of text—1v and 2r both have 24 lines and 2v has 26 lines. There are two empty spaces for initials: one at the beginning of chapter 8 on the verso side of leaf 1, and the second at the start of chapter 9 on the verso side of leaf 2. The space on the verso side of leaf 1 at the beginning of lines 4 and 5 seems likely to have been intended not for an initial, but rather for some other decoration, because the first word Hrútr is consistently spelled in the fragment “Rútr” and also, here it is written in whole: “RUTR” (1v4). It is also possible that the initial “H” was intended in this place for the esthetical value independent from the orthography of the text, but rather following the exemplar.

There are little holes irregularly arranged by the edges of the bifolio which were possibly caused by rot. Also, small red stains on the lower parts of 2r and 2v can be seen, and
there are green stains on leaf 1r. On leaf 2, there is a vertical row of cut-holes in the middle of the leaf, the provenance of which is unknown.

Natural parchment imperfections can be found at the top of the manuscript, just by the current binding, where the text is indented because of the condition of the parchment at the time of writing.

2.2 Marginalia

There are two sets of marginal notes that appear in AM 162 B α fol.: notes which were written around the same time as the manuscript’s writing and other, much more recent “scholastic” marginalia which was presumably added by the researchers working with the manuscript. The more recent marginalia were mentioned in the 1809 edition of the saga, where the editors refer to α using the marginal note of 2r “Fragm. membr. b” (Nials 1809, XXIII-XXIV).

On the recto side of leaf 1, the notes “x” and “8” have been preserved in the top margin. The numeral “2” was written out in red ink in the top right corner. In the lower half of the right margin, next to the lines 15-23, there is a marginal note which is oriented vertically and can be read when the manuscript is turned 90 degrees to the left. The note seems to have been scratched off, so that now the ink is only preserved on the looped ascender of a tall letter. Dents in the parchment caused by a pen suggest that this is the letter “H.” Then comes a portion of a text that is completely illegible, and at the end of the leaf, the characters “a þat þz” or “a þat þR” appear. The descender of the first “þ” is unclear. The letter “a” in the marginal note is a “two-storey a,” so it is the same graph is used throughout the main text. Little green stains can be recognized over this text, stains that extend to the right edge of the leaf by line 11. In the lower margin of 1r, there is a much more recent note, stating “α) Nials s. c. 7-9.”

There is a top margin note preserved on leaf 2r which reads “Niala Fragm. membr. b.” It is highly possible that this note was made in the same hand which wrote the marginal note on 1r. In the top right corner, pagination is indicated in black ink: “fol 1”, but “1” is crossed
out and corrected with the number “2” in red ink. Another scholastic note is preserved in the lower margin: “(Nials s. c. 8-9)”.

On the verso side of leaf 2 there seems to be a marginal note by lines 2 and 3 in the right margin, but this is not possible to read now.

2.3 Lacuna

In order to approximate the lacuna and size of the manuscript book that the fragment AM 162 B α fol. could have belonged to, a word count of the corresponding normalized text of Reykjabók was used (Njáls saga, 2003). The preserved text in fragment α corresponds to 5,497 characters with spaces in Reykjabók, which gives 1,374,25 characters with spaces per page of α. The full text of Reykjabók contains 535,911 characters with spaces. If α used to belong to a manuscript (Xα) whose text corresponded to that of the Reykjabók, this manuscript would contain 194.9 leaves. Usually, the quire of a parchment manuscript book is made from four conjoint leaves—also referred to as bifolia—which equals eight leaves or 16 pages (de Hamel 2001, 39; Clemens and Graham 2007, 14). If the hypothetical manuscript Xα followed this trend, it would be a manuscript of 24 gatherings.

To establish the position of the fragment α in the hypothetical manuscript Xα, one needs to calculate how many characters would have been counted in the lacunae (from the beginning of the saga to the beginning of α). Based again on the text of Reykjabók, this figure would be 23,626 characters with spaces, which gives us 17.19 pages (8.5 leaves) missing. If the fragment belonged to a manuscript book with a “typical” organization of quires, then fragment α would be placed in the second quire, or leaves 12r–13v, with the assumption that four bifolia create one quire (I quire: 1+8, 2+7, 3+6, 4+5; II quire: 9+16, 10+15, 11+14, 12+13). The text of Njáls saga would then have had begun on leaf 3v and continued throughout next 17 pages (3v, 4r, 4v, 5r, 5v, 6r, 6v, 7v, 8r, 8v, 9r, 9v, 10r, 10v, 11r, 11v), to reach the text of α on the leaf 12r. But if the first quire contained three conjoint leaves instead of four (I quire: 1+6, 2+4, 3+4; II quire: 7+14, 8+13, 9+12, 10+11), then the fragment α would have been placed in the second quire, or leaves 10r–11v (Img. 3). In this case, the text of the saga would
have had to begun on the leaf 1v. This possibility seems to be more reasonable, since there are examples of medieval manuscripts which start on the verso side, for example, the *Skafinskinna* (GKS 2868 4to) where the text of *Njáls saga* starts on 1v.

Of course, these calculations are clearly hypothetical, since we do not know how close the text of α would have followed that of *Reykjabók*. As it is shown in chapter 9, the text of α does not belong to the same branch of the manuscripts as *Reykjabók*, but creates, together with β, a separate group within the X-branch.

Img. 3. Position of fragment α in hypothetical quires of Xα.

3. Contents of the manuscript

The AM 162 B α fol. contains *Brennu-Njáls saga*, one of the longest and most popular sagas about early Icelanders - *Íslendingasögur*. The manuscript comes from a set of fragments collected under the common shelf number of AM 162 B, for which Árni Magnússon provided rather sparse notes: “Úr Nials Sógu fragment lited. 4to. Sandsynligvis et af fragmenterne 162 B alpha-kappa” (Arne Magnussons håndskriftfortegnelser 1909, 28). However, the fragment itself is marked with notes explaining its contents. In the lower margin of 1r, there is a note reading: “α) Nials s. c.7-9” and in the lower margin of 2r another note reads “(Nials s c. 8-9)” but these postdate Árni Magnússon’s times.
This bifolio must have been the innermost bifolium in the gathering, because the text preserved on 1v and 2r of the fragment is continuous. Using the *Njáls saga* edition by Konráð Gíslason (1875) as a point of comparison, the manuscript contains the last thirty lines of chapter 7, the complete chapter 8 (all sixty-three lines as found in Konráð Gíslason’s edition), and the first twenty lines of chapter 9. A detailed table of contents can be found below in *Table 1*. To make it easier for the reader, references to the corresponding text in three printed edition of *Njáls saga* are given in *Table 1*: the text from Konráð’s 1875 edition, the Íslenzk fornit edition by Einar Ól. Sveinsson (1954), and the edition of the Reykjabók text of *Njáls saga* by Sveinn Yngvi Egilsson (2003). The corresponding text has been preserved in many other manuscripts, as discussed at length in the chapter 9, which discusses the textual transmission.

1. **Table of contents of the manuscript**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folio</th>
<th>Incipit</th>
<th>Explicit</th>
<th>Chapter Corresponding text in Njála (1875)</th>
<th>Corresponding text in IF (1954)</th>
<th>Corresponding text in Reykjabók (2003)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1r1–1r25</td>
<td>“fem bezt”</td>
<td>“einn dag til”</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7:65–7:95</td>
<td>257–2611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1v1–1v3</td>
<td>“laugberg f ok fagdi”</td>
<td>“þangat fídan”</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7:95–7:98</td>
<td>2611–2614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1v4–1v24</td>
<td>“Rutr kom heim”</td>
<td>“á holm her”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8:1–8:24</td>
<td>2615–2710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2r1–2r24</td>
<td>“a þinginu”</td>
<td>“nauckrum fínum”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8:24–8:52</td>
<td>2719–299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2v1–2v11</td>
<td>“ok g000...”</td>
<td>“mardar”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8:52–8:63</td>
<td>299–2916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2v11–2v25</td>
<td>“u er þat til”</td>
<td>“halgender lang”</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9:1–9:20</td>
<td>2917–3013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Palaeographical features**

The aim of this chapter is to describe the characteristic palaeographic features of the fragment. The first part is devoted to assigning a particular script type to the manuscript, in order to establish the chronological position of the manuscript within the Icelandic scribal tradition. The second part contains descriptions of the letters’ particular characteristics and their graphemic variations. The next subchapter briefly presents ligatures and abbreviation marks appearing in the fragment. In the fourth part, the phenomenon of the decorated ascenders in
the top line is discussed, to give a background for the last subchapter focusing on the hand of the fragment.

4.1 The script type

In his book on the palaeography of Norway and Iceland, Didrik Arup Seip (1954) distinguished three periods of development of the medieval script in these countries. The first period covers the time-frame from the start of writing in Iceland until c. 1225, the second one runs from c. 1225 to c. 1300, and the third period runs from 1300 onwards. Hreinn Benediktsson (165, 40-45) has suggested a similar timeframe. Lars Svensson (1974, 169-170) divided the Icelandic script history into: Carolingian minuscule (c. 1150-1225), Carolingian-Insular script (1225-1300), Gothic script (c.1300-1550), New Gothic script (1550-1880), and Latin script (from c. 1880 onwards). Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2004, 64-71) gave a brief overview of Icelandic script types using the terms related to those in continental script studies (Derolez 2003), starting with Carolingian minuscule (12th cent.), and continuing with Protogothic, Gothic Textualis, and Gothic cursive etc. up to Humanist Script (19th cent.).

A very detailed study by Albert Derolez (2003), together with Bart Jaski’s (2013) clear and short summary of Derolez’s observations, allows us to assign a particular script type to the fragment. Text of AM 162 B α fol. seems to be written in a subtype of Gothic Cursive called Cursiva Antiquior (Ice. árléttiskrift), or to be more precise, Cursiva Antiquior’s formal, textualized deviation.

The main characteristics of Cursiva Antiquior are a two-compartment “a”; loops at the right of ascenders of “b”, ”h”, ”k”, ”l”, and “þ”; “l” descending below the baseline, and a predominant two-lobe insular “f” (Derolez 2003, 130-134; Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 418; Verri 2011, 235-236).

Derolez (2003, 133) mentions that these characteristics seem to have been the main features of 13th century documentary scripts, and also the earliest cursive book scripts from 14th century Scandinavia. According to Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2004, 66-67), cursive
script reached Iceland in the first half of the 14th century. Books in the vernacular were written in Cursiva Antiquior from the 14th century up until the 16th century (Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson 2008, 91).

The formal version of Cursiva Antiquior, which seems to be the script of the AM 162 B α fol., was used mainly in manuscript books. It is distinguished from the traditional Cursiva Antiquior by the “textualization” of the script. Derolez (2003, 128) explains the “textualization” of a cursive as the practice of introducing a greater formality into an informal cursive script, with the intention of employing this script type for books. The main component of this change is, for example, a reduction in the number of ligatures. The letters that were originally linked were separated, although they would often touch each other. The letters often preserved the form they had in the ligature, which resulted in multiple forms of the same letter.

There are some terminological problems, however, that need to be mentioned here. It seems that in Scandinavian literature, “textualized” Cursiva Antiquior, Cursiva Recentior, and Bastarda (Hybrida) are categorized under the common name “Gotisk halvkursiv.” In his overview of Icelandic script, Lars Svensson (1974, 180-188, 195-198) gives an example of “älldre gotisk bokskrift” from Flateyjarbók (1387-94), in Skriftprov 48, and then “gotisk halvkursiv” from the bishop’s letter (1405) in Skriftprov 50, which seems to be written with Cursiva Recentior. However, when referring to Norwegian manuscripts, Svensson (1947, 224-235,243-249) does not give examples of “halv kursiv”. Instead, he gives examples of “Gotisk bokskrift” in Skriftprov 59 (c. 1300) and two examples - Skriftprov 60 (1430) and Skriftprov 61 (1484) - which represent “Gotisk kursiv.” These examples seem to be Cursiva Recentior in older and younger variants (Derolez 2003, 142-152).

Haugen (2002, 828, 830) calls the script of Holm. perg. 35 4to in fig. 95.8 (ca. 1350) “Gothic half-cursive,” and that seems to be an intermediate form with some ascenders looped and some ascenders not, the “two storey a”, and the “f” descending below the line. But the “cursive” script presented on fig. 95.7 is the typical Cursiva Antiquior used in documents.
On the other hand, Derolez (2003, 131) explains that:

In countries like Germany the same hand may, on the same page, write ascenders with and without loops (following Gumbert we will call such a script Semihybrida). In some deluxe scripts, like Burgundian Bastarda, some scribes wrote loops, others used Textualis ascenders, and still the others employed a mixture of both forms. [...] Hybrida would be a cursive book script like the other ones, but one in which an essential feature of cursive script [loops on the ascenders] has been given up (Derolez 2003, 131).

If one of the main distinctive features of Hybrida is a lack of loops on the ascenders and the “one storey a,” while Semihybrida can sometimes have loops as well as the “one storey a,” it has to be strongly emphasised that the term “Icelandic Hybrid” that Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2004, 67) uses in the reference to the example of AM 556 A 4to, has not much in common with these continental variants on which Derolez based his observations. Rather, AM 556 A 4to seems to be in “textualized” Gothic Cursive, which can be confirmed by Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson himself (2007, 88) when he simply classifies this manuscript under the term “árléttiskrift.” It seems that the script of AM 556 A 4to is very similar to the type recognized in AM 162 B a fol., with the difference being in the ductus of ascenders of tall letters.

4.2 Alphabetic signs

The most characteristic features of some letterforms used in fragment α are discussed below in subchapters devoted to particular letters. The list of the graphs used in the fragment can be found in Appendix 1, where they are subdivided according to the pattern applied by Lasse Mårtensson (2011) in his palaeographic analysis of AM 557 4to. In addition to that, each paragraph discussing a particular graph-type contains tables showing the suggested ductus of these forms.

4.2.1 The letter “a”

One of the most important features that was used to assign a script type to the fragment and decide between Cursiva Antiquior and Recentior was the shape of the letter “a”. The so-called “two-storey a” is used throughout the fragment. The ductus of graph “a” seems to be based
on two sweeps of the pen: one for the left-hand side bows and one for the vertical stroke (figure 1). However, a somehow corrupted form of the second “a” in the word “lata” (figure 2) could suggest that there were three moves of pen instead of two. The “two-storey a” is dominant throughout the course of the 14th century, and from the middle of the century it coexisted with the “single-storey a” (Seip 1954, 138; Stefán Karlsson 2002, 836; Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson 2005, 260).

4.2.2 Letters “b”, “h”, “k”, “l”, and “þ”

Another distinctive feature of a medieval cursive script type are the looped “b”, “h”, “k”, “l” and “þ”, that have been identified in the hand of α.

The letter “h” is represented with a loop on the ascender and the final lower stroke extending below the baseline. According to Albert Derolez (2003, 129), the ductus of the looped “h” in typical Cursive Antiquior is based on one stroke, which was later replaced by the same shape achieved with a two-stroke ductus. In the fragment α, there is a big variation in the ductus of the letter “h”. Some letterforms give the impression of the double-stroke ductus that Derolez mentioned, as in form “h₁” (figure 3), but the majority of the forms are achieved by four movements of the pen (figures 4 and 5). The first movement of the pen, in form “h₃” (figure 5), created the vertical stroke from top of the letter downwards, which then curves to the right under a strong angle, and finally turns into a hairline. The loop that is the characteristic feature of Cursive is not a continuation of the vertical stroke, but rather the separate curved stroke bending towards the base line, as it is clearly visible in the form “h₂” (figure 4). The final curve extending below the baseline is also constructed with two movements of the pen. The stroke descending below the baseline is not a continuation of the stroke that creates the lower part of the letter - it is intentionally added when the curved
stroke bends from the left to the right and joins with the vertical stroke, as is clearly visible in “h₂” (figure 4) and in the example “hans” (figure 6).

As Derolez (2003, 129) observed:

The cursive letter forms traced originally in one stroke, were now [in formal cursive used in books] often “constructed” in the same way as Textualis letters, with the additional complication that the loops, which in cursive were produced by the natural movement of pen, often had to be added by means of separate strokes (Derolez 2003, 129).

The other letters with looped ascenders show the same tendencies. The shape of the letter “l” seems to be constructed on the three-stroke ductus (figure 8), where an ascender loop is created with two strokes, and the lower one crosses the vertical stroke of the letter. But it is possible that some forms were created with the two-stroke ductus, imitating the one-stroke cursive ductus, as it seems to be the case in form “l₂” (figure 9).

The shape of the letter “b” was achieved in similar way, however, in the case of this letter the construction requires a three- or four-stroke ductus: the ductus of “l” plus one lobe that creates a bow of “b” (figure 10). An analogous occurrence applies to the letter “k”, as in most cases, it seems to have been constructed from three movements of the pen (figure 7). The letter “k” “consists of an “l” to the shaft of which a figure 2-like stroke has been added” (Derolez 2003, 148). The ascender loop of “k₁” is created with an additional stroke that bends slightly from the top of the vertical stroke downwards.

The example of the word “lek” (figure 11) demonstrates the letters to be “constructed” or “textualized” as the loops on the ascenders have been intentionally added, rather than appearing as the result of fast cursive writing.
4.2.3 The letter “þ”

The letter “þ” can be studied together with letters “b”, “h”, “k”, “l”, in the context of the construction of the looped ascenders, and also alongside the letter “l” in the context of “fat” vertical strokes. According to Derolez (2003, 145-146), these strokes are based on a double stroke, created with two movements of the pen: first downwards and then upwards. In form “þ1” (figure 12), the left-hand stroke is clearly the “fat” stroke that Derolez (2003, 145-146) discusses in the context of “f” and “f’. The z-shaped form is attached to the shaft, as in the form of “k1” (figure 7), and the loop on the ascender is achieved with another movement of the pen, as in “b”, “k”, “l” and “h” (figures 4-11). It seems that the vertical “fat” stroke was constructed from two movements of the pen instead of one, as in form “þ2” (figure 13). At the very least, this forms seems to be predominant throughout the fragment, as in the word “þa” where strokes clearly cross each other and end in two separate places (figure 13).

4.2.4 The letter “ſ”

The scribe denotes s with the letter “l” (the tall s); there are no instances of the “rounded s” in the fragment α. As is shown in the images 16-20 below, the letter “ſ”
remarkably descends below the base line, which is one of the main characteristics of Cursive script (Derolez 2003, 125, 133, 134). According to Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2005, 261), “ſ” figures that descended below the line appear in some hands starting in the mid-13th century, but in the 14th century, this variation became dominant.

The ductus of the “tall s” varies throughout the fragment. The “ſ1” represents the letterform possibly achieved with one stroke (figure 16), while the ductus of “ſ2” (figure 17) seems to be based on three movements of the pen: one vertical stroke plus two curved strokes for the loop on the top of the letter. The second stroke is omitted in some letterforms, as in the word ʻúaði” (figure 20). The “ſ3” (figure 18) form delivers an example of the “fat” stroke that originates from the downward and upward ductus of “ſ” (Derolez 2003, 145-146). This feature shows similarities to the “fat strokes” that have also been recognized also in the forms of “þ” (figure 12). It is also clearly visible in the word “fín” (figure 22). In some letterforms, the “fat stroke” seems not to have been achieved with a double stroke. Rather, it was formed as an intentional imitation of this form, as in “ſ4” (figure 19), where a shorter vertical stroke is clearly visible to the left of the main vertical stroke.

4.2.5 The letter “f”

The letter “f” is the two-lobe Insular “f”, but in a few cases, it seems like the lobes are not fully closed, as in form “f3” (figure 25). The two-lobe “f” is a form that evolved from an Insular “f” by the bending of the horizontal strokes downward towards the vertical stroke. This form became dominant in the 14th century, taking over all hands in the 15th century (Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 411). The letter “f” is possibly constructed with two or three
movements of the pen: one move to create the vertical stroke that starts with a hairline at the
top left side of the stroke, and a second and third to create the lobes closing with a hairline
toward the vertical stroke, as in “f₁” (figure 23). It is also possible that both lobes in forms like
“f₂” (figure 24) were created with one movement of the hand, in similar way as the “z”-shape
attached to the main stroke of “k₁” (figure 7). The forms of “f” in α do not show signs of “fat”
strokes resulting from the cursive ductus. Instead, it is rather clear that they are built from one
vertical stroke, instead of a double stroke.

4.2.7 The letter “d”

The letter “d” has the uncial or round form, “ð”, where the shaft is curved and bends
to the left. The typical cursive “d” is looped and traced with one stroke. The loop is a counter-
clockwise loop that allows one to connect “d” with the following letter. However, according to
Derolez (2003, 137), the loopless “d” appears alongside looped ones in manuscripts from the
end of the 14th century onwards.

In α, the difference in the shape of the letter “d” can be observed, but there is no
evidence of the use of the typical cursive looped “d”. In the first form, “d₁” (figure 27),
consists of a stroke and a bow, presumably written with two movements of the pen. A second
type, “d₂” (figure 28), is also created with two sweeps of the quill, and is constructed from a
bow and a curved stroke bending to the left as in “d₁”, but with the top of the ascender being
slightly curved to the right. There seems to also be a third type, “d₃” (figure 29), where the
ascender ends in a right turn, as in “d₂”, but it seems to be written with a single movement of
the pen, as with a typical cursive looped “d”. The loop of the letter would start with the
hairline after the pen was tuned, and then would have turned into a thick bow. This is
interesting from the perspective of Derolez (2003, 127), who made the following observations about the movements of a pen:

The cursive ductus [...] assumes that the pen can be moved in all directions, and not only in the ‘natural’ directions of downwards and left to right, as in the various forms of Textualis [...]. The technical problem of moving the pen against these directions, of ‘pushing’ the pen upwards and from right to left, especially on rough parchment, has hitherto not received the attention it deserves. The general opinion among calligraphers is that this technique cannot be applied if the pen has a broad nib (as was employed for Textualis). A narrow-nibbed pen, however, that produces a threadlike script, is able to move in all direction and can trace a circle, for example, in one stroke without blotting (Derolez 2003, 127).

Derolez (2003, 127) also states that the bold strokes of cursive script were not achieved by using the broad-nibbed pen, but rather,

by exerting a pressure on the nib, causing its split edge to open and the ink to flow liberally. This is proved by the swelling and diminishing width of such strokes and by their direction, which is diagonal from top left to bottom right or horizontal left to right [...]. It would be impossible to exert a pressure on a pen moving against these natural directions (Derolez 2003, 127).

If the scribe of α used a broad-nibbed pen then the ductus would require two movements, but if he used a narrow-nibbed pen, as seems to be the case throughout the fragment, the bold vertical stroke would not be possible to achieve. Therefore, the form “d₃” is probably a variation of “d₂”, where the ends of the stroke and bow meet at exactly the same point, creating the illusion of a continuity of movement. The same problem applies to the ductus of the form “d₄” (figure 30), that seems to represent a one move ductus.

4.2.8 The letter “g”

The letter “g” in α appears in the form of the “Rücken-g” (Derolez 2003, 88). The dominating form “gᵢ”, with the descender bent to the left and joining the upper lobe with a hairline, seems to be created with three movements of the pen (figure 31): the first one for the
upper “o”-like lobe, the second for the vertical stroke, and the last one for the horizontal stroke that starts with a hairline from the upper lobe. Some letterforms are missing their hairlines, and this creates the form “g₃” (figure 33). The horizontal line of the descender frequently continues underneath the preceding letter, as in the word “utlegd” (figure 34), which Stefán Karlsson (2002, 837) mentions as a common practice of some 13th century scribes. The form “g₂” (figure 32) appears only once in the fragment and it seems to be a variation of “g₁” rather than the separate letterform that Stefán Karlsson (2002, 836-837) describes, as he is most likely referring to the lobes as in one of his samples from AM 227 fol.

4.2.9 The letter “z” and “r”

The use of the “r-rotunda”, “z”, after particular letters is one of the most useful features when dating Icelandic medieval manuscripts. Below is a table representing the appearance of both “r” and “z” throughout the fragment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word initial</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>æ</th>
<th>þ</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scribe exclusively uses “z” after the letters “o”, “d”, “y”, and “g”. “z” dominates following “b” as well, with the exception of “bruttu” (1v5), where the regular “r” was used. “r” dominates following “e” (seventeen examples) with the exception of “z” being used in the
word “bezzt” (2r8). In the fragment, one unclear example in the word “fagust” (2v12) seems to represent the use of the graph “z” after “u”, while elsewhere, the regular “r” is used following the letter “u” (five examples).

According to Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2005, 259), “z” originally followed only the letter “o” in the oldest manuscripts, as well as in the 13th century. In the middle of the 13th century, it began to follow the letters “d” and “ð”, although it did not occur regularly after “b”, “g”, “p” and “b”. In the 14th century, “z” was used regularly after these previous letters, although after “g”, the regular “r” could be used as well. From the middle of the 14th century, “z” could follow other letters such as “a”, “y” and “h”. As of the second half of the 15th century, it could follow any other letter. After 1500, the letter “z” starts to appear in words’ initial position. Based on these features, manuscript α could have been written in the second half of the 14th century, with the caveat that the scribe does use “z” only after “y” — not after “a” (sixteen examples of “r”) or “h” (just one example).

Both “r” and “z” seem to have a simple single-stroked ductus. The form “r1” (figure 35) is angular with a fine hairline visible on the right hand side, while the shape of “r2” (figure 36) is more reminiscent of the letter “u”.

4.2.10 Other letters

The letter “y” appears in the fragment, in the form of “u” with an attached tail extended below the line and curved almost horizontally to the left and downwards at the end, as in “y1” (figure 38). The ductus is based on three strokes, which is clear in the form “y2” (figure 39).

---

1 Underlined letters in the examples represent unclear readings from the manuscript.
where the tail is constructed from a separate stroke. According to Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2005, 261):

> From just before the middle of the fourteenth century, both strokes are sometimes more or less vertical above the line, the right-hand one extending below the line, when this is so, it is sometimes only the superscript dot that distinguishes ‘y’ from ‘ij’ (Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson 2005, 261).
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The letter “y” in the fragment, however, does not have the superscript dot that Guðvarður Már talks about. The horizontal descender of the letter frequently continues underneath the preceding letter, as in the word “leyfū” (figure 40).

The letter “j” is used in the initial position, for the preposition “í” and for Roman numerals throughout the fragment. For Roman numerals, an accent mark over the “j” appears (figure 43) but elsewhere, the scribe uses “j” without a dot. Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson (2003, 258) and Stefán Karlsson (2002, 837) mentioned the appearance of the letter “j” in this context as a characteristic feature in Icelandic manuscripts after 1300. The shape of “j” as the preposition “í” has two forms: “j₁” (figure 41) with a vertical hairline stroke, and “j₂” (figure 42) with a curl attached on the right hand side of the main stroke. Both forms are without dots or accent marks above them.
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4.3 Ligatures and abbreviation marks

The tendency to join letters into ligatures is a characteristic feature of Cursive script. However, in a book script, the number of ligatures was remarkably limited (Derolez 2003, 128, 153). In the fragment, for example, the most common ligature seems to be the ligature “æ” that was used for the long vowel á. Also, joined letters for the double consonants “pp”, “ff”, “tt”, and “tall ſ” followed by “t” or “p” in the preposition “at” are consequently joined throughout the fragment.

Abbreviation marks are special signs used in the manuscript to abbreviate words. A list of signs used in the fragment can be found in Appendix 2, under the categories “Superscript signs” and “Brevigraphs”, and images for particular signs are also provided.

The Tironian note “ɛ” is extensively used throughout the fragment for the conjunction ok. The form of “ɛ₁” (figure 50), with the lower part of the sign curving upwards to the right, dominates in the manuscript, but the variation “ɛ₂”, which has a straight lower part, can be also found in the fragment (figure 51).

This abbreviation mark stands for ok in Old Norse manuscripts and et in Latin manuscripts, and is probably the most common of all abbreviations with lexical reference (Driscoll 2009, 12). The changes in its shape can suggest the manuscript’s possible date of writing. The earliest form of Tironian note, which can be found in Icelandic manuscripts up to the year 1300, has a shape similar to the number seven “7”. Later, a cross bar appeared: “7”. This form
took over in the course of the 14th century, with the most recent known examples to be found in Möðruvallabók. The “z”-shaped Tironian note can be found around 1300, changing into the crossed form “e” in more recent manuscripts, as for example in Skardssbók – AM 350 fol – dated to 1363 or Flateyjarbók - GKS 1005 fol - dated to 1387-1394 (Hreinn Benediktsson 1965, 91, Jóhannes B. Sigtryggsson 2013, 13).

The most common abbreviation mark without a specific lexical reference is a bar, or the so-called nasal stroke, which often stands for “n” or “m” in the fragment α. The scribe of α uses the superscript “pi” sign that stands for “ra”, the superscript “g” used in the abbreviation for the name Höskuldur, the superscript curl that stands for “er”, and the on-line brevigraph “v” that stands for “rum” (more about abbreviations in chapter 6).

4.4 Decorated ascenders

The decorated ascenders of the letters on the top lines of each leaf are an interesting feature of the script in AM 162 B α fol (Img. 4). On leaf 1r, decorated ascenders appear on the letters “b”, “þ” and “h”, whereas on 1v, they appear on “l”, “b”, “k”, and “þ”, and on 2r, they appear on “þ”, “k”, and “l”. Shorter and less decorated ascenders appear in the word “allr”, which is written at the end of the leaf where the margin is narrower because a bit of the leaf has been torn off and there is no space for ascenders which are as tall as they are in other letters. This suggests that the bit had already been torn from the parchment at the time of writing. On the leaf 2v, which is in rather poor condition, there are only two clear examples of these ascenders on the letters “h” and “þ”, but it seems that other letters also have long ascenders. The text is mostly illegible but the letters having the long ascenders were identified by comparison with other Njáls saga manuscripts: Reykjabók “hlatr mikill af” (6r26), Skafinskinna “hlatr mikill” (5v18), Oddabók hlatur mikit að (4r12), Kálfalekjarbók “hlatr mikill af” (8r4), Gráskinna “hlatr mikill” (6v31), and AM 162 B β fol. “hlatr mikill” (1vb4). All of these manuscripts preserved the phrase “hlatr mikill” which indicates a significant possibility that this version also appears in AM 162 B α and that the letters with the decorated ascenders are “h” and “l”.
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It is very interesting that this strictly esthetical feature dictated the choice of particular letters in the top line, as for example, on 1r, where the unclear example of “fiþan” seems to be spelled with “þ” just to add a decorated ascender (Img. 5). Elsewhere, this word is simply spelled with “ð”. Also on 1v, the form “laugberkl” seems to have been chosen for the same reason (Img. 6), since elsewhere the spelling with “g” is found.

The long ascenders with decorations based on a row of little bumps on the left and a hairline that curves on the right hand side appear on all four sides of the bifolio. These features have thus far only been recognized in one other Icelandic manuscript known to the author of this thesis: in a letter with signature DI IV nr. 581 (Img. 7), which was written in Hjarðarholt in Laxárdalr on May 12, 1434 (Stefán Karlsson 1963b, 198). Letterforms that were decorated this way in the letter from 1434 do not exactly match the letters in α. In DI IV nr. 581 the characters with decorated ascenders in the top line are l, d, þ, f, b, and h, while in alpha the f is never decorated, even though it appears in the top line position. In alpha, “k” is decorated, but in the letter, this character does not appear in a top line position. Nevertheless, the style of a decoration is very similar.
Decorations on long ascenders can be recognized, for example, in DI IV nr. 398 (dated to 1427) and DI IV nr. 552 (dated to 1432), but their shapes are slightly different than the ones from DI IV nr. 581 and the fragment α of AM 162 B (Stefán Karlsson 1963b, 166, 189).

Nevertheless, decorations on the long ascenders of tall letters are not an invention of the 15th century, as might be assumed from the documents mentioned above. Manuscript DG 4-7 from the University of Uppsala Library, dated to ca. 1250, contains decorations on the long ascenders on almost every leaf, especially in both hands of Strenglekar (Tveitane 1974, 21). Another manuscript from the first half of the 14th century - AM 544 4to, Hauksbók, on leaves 25v–28v, 29v–31r, 33r–33v also utilised decorated long ascenders. These leaves are believed to have been written in hand of Haukur Erlendsson (?-1334), who presumably wrote the greater part of Hauksbók, including ff. 22r–34r in AM 544 4to (Jón Helgason 1960, IX, XX).

Some decorative similarities can also be found in English manuscripts. Take for example, the similar ascender decorations appearing in MS. Bodley 712 (SC. 2619), fol. 140r, dated to c. 1400 (Parkes 2008, 7). Slightly different ascender decorations appear in MS. Bodley 316 (SC. 2752) fol. 71v which is dated to 1394-1397 (Parkes 2008, 5), MS. Bodley
4.5 The hand

The fragment seems to be written in the same hand throughout but it contains no hint pointing towards the scribe of the manuscript or the place of origin. Therefore, it is difficult to identify the hand. The reason for this has been explained by Stefán Karlsson (1999, 145-146):

Scribes in the fourteenth century used two different types of writing: on the one hand, a style they used for writing codices, which may be called a Gothic book-script, on the other a semicursive which they primarily used in writing charters. It seems that the most productive scribes mastered both styles and there are actually a few examples of a scribe using both style in a single codex. But otherwise it is often almost impossible to recognise the style a scribe uses in writing codices from the one he uses in writing charters, and vice versa (Stefán Karlsson 1999, 145-146).

However, there may be a hint about the hand in a specific type of decoration on the long ascenders in the top lines of each leaf – those that were discussed in the previous subchapter and which seem to bear a close resemblance to decorated forms in the letter DI IV nr. 581, dated to a year 1434 (Stefán Karlsson 1963a, 318; 1963b, 198). As mentioned above, decorated ascenders are found in the hand of Haukur Erlendsson, but the possibility that he wrote the fragment must be eliminated based on the phonological changes that are orthographically represented in the fragment, as these took place around fifty years after his death in 1334 (more about this in chapter 5).

In letter DI IV nr. 581, the names of Ormur Loftsson, þórdur Þorsteinsson, Magnús Aurnólfssson, Ólafur Jónsson, Þorsteinn Magnússon, Ari Markusson, Páll Bjarnason (priest of Hjarðarholt 1434-46) and Sigríður Þorsteinsdóttir are mentioned. The hand of the letter is unknown, but according to the online catalogue Handrit.is, the only one of these people who is known to have been an active scribe at the time was Ormur Loftsson. He was the scribe of AM 238 VIII fol. (1425-1450) and parts of Perg. fol. nr. 2 Stockholm (Foote 1962). He was a Norwegian governor who lived in the western part of Northern Iceland (Stefán Karlsson 1999,
However, significant differences in the script type prevent us from assigning *alpha* to his hand.

The hint pointing towards the manuscript having a north-western provenance seems to be reasonable also because of the spelling of “reykkja”, that (as it is described in more detail chapter 5), has been recognized in other north-western Icelandic manuscripts. However, due to a lack of strong evidence, the scribe remains unidentified.

5. **Phonological features**

The phonology is one of the most important features used when dating medieval Icelandic manuscripts, as many of the changes that the language has undergone are relatively well dated. In this thesis, normalized word forms are based on the orthography of *Classical Old Norse* (Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 103-114) and reflect the vowel system presented in *Table 3* which itself was based on a table by Haraldur Bernharðsson (2013, 137).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SHORT VOWELS</th>
<th></th>
<th>LONG VOWELS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRONT</td>
<td>BACK</td>
<td>FRONT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unround</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>á</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This chapter is divided into nine subchapters, each discussing a particular phonological feature and its appearance in fragment α of AM 162 B fol. Each subchapter is then followed by a short paragraph comparing of some word forms in α with their corresponding forms in other medieval manuscripts containing *Njáls saga*. The list of the manuscripts used in the comparison is presented in *Table 4* below, along with each manuscript's name, the date of its writing according to *Old Norse Prose Dictionary*, and the abbreviations used for each manuscript in the thesis.
4. List of the manuscripts used for linguistic comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shelf number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of writing</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM 162 B β fol.</td>
<td>Gráskinna</td>
<td>c1300</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>Reykjabók</td>
<td>c1300–1325</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 468 4to</td>
<td>Kálfalækjarbók</td>
<td>c1350</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>Skafinskinna</td>
<td>c1350–1400</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>Oddabók</td>
<td>c1460</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Phonological mergers

The orthography of AM 162 B α fol. suggests that Icelandic’s earliest phonological mergers, dating to the 12th and 13th centuries, had already taken place in the language of the scribe. Take for example, the merger of the long, oral vowels ɐ and á into the vowel á in the spelling of “tala um mal fin” tala um mál sín (1v11) acc. neut. pl., for earlier form mól (Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon 1989). This shift dates back to the period around 1200 (Noreen 1923, 97; Hreinn Benediktsson 2002b, 57-59; Stefán Karlsson 2004, 11). This sound change also took place in other medieval manuscripts containing the corresponding text “mal”: R(6r1), Gr (6v1), β (1r20b), K (7v3), S (5r28), O (3v21).

The merger of the short, rounded vowels ɐ + o > ø had already taken place before the time of the manuscript’s writing. In the fragment, there is no distinction in the orthography between the representation of the back, low, round vowel ɐ and front, mid, round vowel o. The vowel ø resulting from their merger is presented as “au” and “o”. It seems to be the scribe’s orthographic practice to write “o” after “i” and “u”, as for example, in “fiozdu” fjörðu (1r1), “giozfr” gørvir (2r17), and “iouz” svor (1v21), but “au” elsewhere, as in “lauglyfing” löglýsing (1v17). The merger ɐ + o > ø is dated to the early 13th century (Hreinn Benediktsson 2002a, 60-61; Stefán Karlsson 2004, 11; Harladur Bernhardsson 2013, 412-413).

The short rounded vowel merger seems to be more complicated in the other medieval manuscripts that preserve text which corresponds to the alpha text. In the footnotes, there is a
list of selected words forms that can be used to observe the language change in these manuscripts. The letterforms that appear there to represent the vowel ō are shown in Table 5 below.

5. Characters used for the vowel ō in manuscripts containing text corresponding to α

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date (ONP)</th>
<th>letterforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β - AM 162 B β fol.</td>
<td>c1300</td>
<td>“ō”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr - GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c1300</td>
<td>“ō”, “ō”, “au”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R - AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c1300–1325</td>
<td>“ō”, “au”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K - AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>c1350</td>
<td>“ō”, “ō”, “au”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S - GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>c1350–1400</td>
<td>“ō”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α - AM 162 B α fol.</td>
<td>c.1400-1500</td>
<td>“ō”, “au”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O - AM 466 4to</td>
<td>c1460</td>
<td>“ō”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Judging from this section of the Njáls saga text, the spelling in alpha is comparable to that in Reykjabók. It is interesting that the spelling of masc. nom. pl. of pret. part. of gøra “giorfer” gevur (α(2r17)) appears in Reykjabók as “gioz|vir”: R(6r20|21), but that in the other manuscripts, it is spelled with a use of an abbreviation mark—“er”—instead. The 3rd pers. pret. pl. and 3rd pers. pret. sg. form of gøra appear in α as “giozdú” α(1v1) and “giozdi” α(2v5), but in other manuscripts, these forms are also abbreviated with “er”. The fragment α preserved the acc. fem. sg “giozd” gerð α(1r24), as it is spelled in Skafinskinna “giozd”: S(5r20), but this form is spelled with the “er” abbreviation elsewhere.

---

2 giorfer: α(2r17); gioz|vir: R(6r20|21); gerfr: Gr(6v24); omitted: β; gervir K(7v24); gerur S(5v12), gerler O(4r8). lauglyfing: α(1v17) lauglyfing: R(6r6); loglyfing(Gr 6v6); loglyfing: β(1r28b); loglyfing: K(7v8); loglyfing: S(5r32); loglyfing: O(3v34). gioz α(1r24); gerð: R(5v23), Gr(6r20), β(1r8b), K(7r21); giozd: S(5r20); gerðu: O(3v26). giozdu α(1v1); gerðu: R(5v24), K(7r22); gerðo: Gr(6r24), S(5r22); omitted: β; gerðu: O(3v27). giozdi α(2v5); gerði R(6r29), K(8r7); lacuna: Gr; gerir: β(1v8b); omitted: S; gerði O(4r14), fiozdu: α(1r1); fiozdu R(5v8), K(7r4); fiozóð: Gr(6r3); fiozoph: β (1r11b); fiozdu: S(5r6), O(3v15). fiozóðum: α(1r2); fiozóðum R (5v9), fiozóðom: Gr(6r4); omitted: β; fiozóðum: K(7r5); fozudum: S(5r7), O (3v15|16). feau[k]: a(1v12|13); fe au: R(6r3); fe fa: Gr(6v2), K(7v3); fe foc: β(1r22b); fe fok: S(5r29), O(3v32). faukinn: α (1v16); fokin: R(6r6); faukin Gr(6v5); fokin: β(1r27b), K(7v7), lo|kin: S(5r31|32), fokinn: O(3v34).
5.1.1 The long vowels merger, á + ó > æ

Table 6 below shows the list of long vowel examples where the merger á + ó > æ can be observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Etymological á</th>
<th>Etymological ó</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“mælt” mǽlt (1v18)</td>
<td>“féker” sókir (1v19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“mælí” mǽlí (1r22)</td>
<td>“fræknaztr” frǿknaztr (2r10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“bædí” bǽði (2r9)</td>
<td>“bæðra” brǿdra (2r17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“mær” màr (2r19)</td>
<td>“bættan” bǿttan (2v16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ǽ00” âtt (2v15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“uærí” vǽri (2v17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ba00” þær (2v20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scribe does not distinguish between the vowels á and ó in his orthography, indicating that the merger of these two vowels into æ had already taken place. The stressed vowel in all the examples, such as in words like “bædí” and “fræknaztr” are represented with exactly the same symbol “æ”. According to Stefán Karlsson (2002, 838; 2004, 42), in the early stages of the æ merger, the resulting vowel was denoted with the use of various characters that previously had been used for merging both the vowels ó and á. Shortly after the merger, the symbols “ø” and “å” were used, and later “œ” and “ŭ”. The variant symbols of “e”, “ē”, “æ” and “ė” also made their temporary appearances. The symbol “æ” started to become the predominant form of representation by the year 1400. The merger of these long vowels probably took place in the middle of the 13th century, but was not completed until early in the 14th century (Hreinn Benediktsson 2002a, 61; Stefán Karlsson 2004, 11; Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 413).

In other manuscripts, we can observe that the change had already taken place, with the resulting vowel denoted by the symbols represented in Table 7 below:
7. List of characters used to denote the vowel æ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date (ONP)</th>
<th>letterforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β - AM 162 B β fol.</td>
<td>c1300</td>
<td>“æ”, “e”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr - GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c1300</td>
<td>“æ”, “ee”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R - AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c1300–1325</td>
<td>“e”, “e”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K - AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>c1350</td>
<td>“æ”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S - GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>c1350–1400</td>
<td>“e”, “e”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α - AM 162 B α fol.</td>
<td>c.1400-1500</td>
<td>“æ”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O - AM 466 4to</td>
<td>c1460</td>
<td>“æ”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fragment β contains spellings with the character “æ”: “mælı ek” (1v3a), “mær” (1v29a); and “e”: “breðʒa” (1v27a); “ſcapbetir” (1v24b). This fragment is a particularly interesting example of orthography in the age of language change. The scribe of this fragment uses “e” for ǿ and “æ” for ǽ. Stefán Karlsson (2002, 838) has observed that when the merger began in the middle of the 13th century, the etymological ǽ was sometimes denoted with the symbol for the etymological ǿ, even as late as the middle of the 14th century. However, the scribe of fragment β denotes the etymological ǿ with the symbol characteristic for the etymological ǽ.

5.1.2 The mergers i + y > i, í + ý > í, and ey + ei > ei:

Table 8 below represents a list of the examples from α, where possible mergers of high front vowels could have appeared:

8. Words with long vowels. Derounding of y, ý and ey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>y</th>
<th>ý</th>
<th>ey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“flýtra” flýta (1r2)</td>
<td>“nyúm” nýjum (1v2)</td>
<td>“reykjaar dalfi” Reykjardals (2r14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“fýzer” fýrir (1r11)</td>
<td>“leýfti” lýsti (1v12,1v14,1v15)</td>
<td>“faudz eýfkr” suðreyksr (2v15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“kalldýrum” karldýrum (1r12)</td>
<td>“lýfti” lýsti (1v16)</td>
<td>“eýfj” eyyar (2v20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 mæli ek α(1v22); mæli ek: R(6r9), S(5v2); mæli ek Gr(6v10), K(7v12); mæli ek: β(1v3a); mæli eg: O (3v37). bæði α(2r9); bæði: R(6r15); bæði: Gr(6v17); unclear: β; bæði: K(7v18); bæði S(5v7); bæði: O(4r4), mær: α(2r19), β(1v29a), O (4r9); Gr(6v26), K(7v26); mær: R(6r22); S(5v14). fræknaztr α(2r10); fræknaztr: R (6r16); fræknaztr: Gr(6v18); unclear: ß; fræknaztr: K(7v19); fræknaztr: S(5v20); fræknaztr: O(4r4). bæðra α(2r17); bæðra: β(1v27a); omitted: R, Gr, K, S, O. bb: α (2r13), R(6r18), β(1v22a), K(7v22); bæðra: Gr(6v21); bæðra S(5v10), bæðra: O(4r6). bættan: α(2v16); unclear: ß; bætt: R(6v8); lacuna: Gr; bætt: K (8r15); omitted: S; bætt: O(4r20). íkap000:α(2v17); íkapbetir: β(1v24b); íkapbęter: R(6v9); lacuna: Gr; íkap bęter: K (8r16); íkapbęter: S (5v29); unclear: O.
As shown above, there are no examples in the manuscript that suggest the derounding of y, ý, or ey. In all of the examples where the merger could be recognized, words are spelled according to the orthography of the period before the merger, for example, “flytıa”, “fyzer”, and “lauglyſíng”. There is no reversed spelling in the fragment that would suggest the derounding either.

The merger of y, ý and ey into i, í and ei is believed to have started in the 15th century and finished in the 17th century (Björn K. Þórólfs son 1925, XV-XVII; Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, 1994, 65-70; Stefán Karlsson 2004, 11; Haraldur Bernhárðsson 2013, 157-161). The first examples of the orthographic representation of “i” for y can be found as early as the 13th century, in words like þykkja or fyrir. However, the reasons behind this phenomenon are different and cannot be considered as part of the general derounding of y (Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson 1994, 32-37; Haraldur Bernhárðsson 2004, 130).

The orthographical representation of y is interesting because in the words “heylía” and “leyſtí”, “ey” coexists in the manuscript with “y”, “lyftí”, which could suggest that in the scribe’s pronunciation, these words contain diphthongs. However, none of the preserved medieval manuscripts of chapter 8 have “ey” spellings in these words. Rather, the forms that appear are “lýftí”⁴ or “lyftí” and “hýla”⁵ or “hylia”.⁶

Of the seven medieval manuscripts containing Njáls saga, only one shows signs of the derounding of ey into ei in the text corresponding to the fragment α. In Oddabók, we can find the forms “heier” O(3v36) and “heyrandi” O(3v38), although the spelling of “heyrandi”

---

⁴ lfítí: α(1v16), O(3v32, 3v33, 3v34, 3v34); lyftí (6r3, 6r4, 6r5, 6r6); lýftí: Gr(6v2,6v3,6v4|5, 6v6), β(1r22b, 1r25b, 1r26b, 1r28b), K(7v5,7v6, 7v7, 7v8), S(5r29, 5r30, 5r31, 5r32).

⁵ heylía: α(2v13); hýla: R(6v6), K(8r13), S(5v26); lacuna: Gr; hý|la; β(1v18|19b); hylia: O(4r18).

⁶ “lyftí” B(39r42) R(22r9)
is not certain, due to the condition of the parchment. All other manuscripts preserved the traditional spellings.7

5.2 The diphthongization before gi and gj

The short vowel e before gi can be recognized in the following words:

“feigía” segja (1r9)
“alldeígí” aldregi (1r15, 1v4)

Also, there is one example of a possible scribal error which could be misread as a rather unlikely diphthongization before ggi in the word:

“hvört ueggía” hvárteggja (2r2/3)

It is clear that the short e has already been diphthongized before gi to become ei. In the fragment, there is no use of the letter “e” for the vowel e appearing before gi. This change took place relatively early, in the beginning of the 14th century (Alexander Jóhannesson 1923–24, 68; Björn K. Þórólfsson 1925, XII-XII). However, other manuscripts containing chapter 8

---

7 flytta: α(1r2); flytta: R(5v8); flytta: Gr(6r3), β(1r12a), O(3v15), S(5r6); flytía: K(7r5). fyzer: α(1r11); fyir: R(4v14), Gr(6r11), β(1r24a), K(7r12), S(5r12), O(3v20). kalldýrum: α(1r12); karldýrum: R(5v15); karldýrom: Gr(6r11); kalldýrom: β(1r24a); karl dýrum: K(7r12), karldýrom: S(5r12); kalldryum: O(3v20). nýyom: α(1v2); nýyom: R(5v24); nýyom: β(1r9b); nýy gum: K(7r23); nýy om: S(5r22); nýy um: (3v27). leyfí: α(1v12, 1v 14, 1v15); leyftí: α(1v16), O(3v32, 3v33, 3v34, 3v34); leyftí (6r3, 6r4, 6r5, 6r6); lýftí: Gr(6v2,6v3,6v4|5, 6v6), β(1r22b, 1r25b, 1r26b, 1r28b), K(7v5,7v6, 7v7, 7v8), S(5r29, 5r30, 5r31, 5r32). lauglyfíng: α(1v17); laug lýfn: R(6r6); löglýfíng:Gr (6v6); loglyfíng: β(1r28b); löglýfíng: K(7v8); loglyfíng: S(5r32); loglyfíng: O(3v34). heyrandá: α(1v17); heyranda: R(6r6), β(1r28b); heyranda: Gr(6v6), S(5r32); heýranda: K(7v8); heiranda: O(3v35). heyzer: α(1v20); heyrer: R(6r7), β(1r31b); heýrer: Gr(6v8), K(7v10), S(5v1); heýser: O(3v36). heyzandi: α(1v23); heýrandi: R(6r10), K(7v12), S(5v3); heyýranda: Gr(6v10|11); heyrandi: β(1v4a); heyrandi: O(3v38). reykhar dallí: α(2r14); reykhar dall: R (6r19); reýkhar dall: Gr(6v21), S(5v10|11), K(7v22); reyk̴r dall: β(1v23a); Reykkaðallí: O(4r6). heylía: α(2v13); hýlya: R(6v6), K(8r13), S(5v26); lucana: Gr; hý lá: β(1v18|19b); hylvá: O(4r18) . 00rlyndý: α(2v14); avrlýnd: R(6v6); lucana: Gr; oz lýnd: β(1v19|20b); orlýnd: K(8r13); aurlýnd: S(5v27); illegible: O. fædzy efyr: α(2v15); fuðzeyfyr: R(6v7); lucana: Gr; fudzyeyfr: β(1v21b); fuðz eyfr: K(8r14); fýdz eyfr S(5v27); fuðz eyfr: O(4r19). ey00: α(2v20); eyuar: R(6v10); lucana: Gr; eyýar: β(1v28b); eyýar: K(8r18), S(5v31); eyýar: O(4r22).
do not preserve orthographical representations of this change. In all of them, the spellings suggest a monophthong rather than a diphthong before \(gi\) and \(gj\).\(^8\)

### 5.2.1 The problem of “rekkja”

In the context of diphthongization, it is interesting to look at the word form “reykiu” \(rekkju\) (1r5). This example raises the question of whether it is possible that in the scribe’s language, the diphthongization of \(e\) took place before \(kki\). This spelling is perhaps simply due to a scribal error during the copying process, as in the example of “hvort ueggía” \(hvártveggja\) (2r2/3).

Perhaps the scribe traced over the spelling of other words containing a similar sequence of letters, for example, “reykuar dall” \(Reykjardals\) (2r14). This explanation seems to be rather unlikely, not only because “reykuar dall” appears 30 lines after the form “reykkju”, but also because this spelling appears in the corresponding text of \(Oddabók\) (3v17, 3v18) as well.\(^9\)

**Table 9** below represents the variant spellings of \(rekkja\) in other medieval manuscripts preserving text that corresponds to the \(\alpha\) text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date (ONP)</th>
<th>variant 1</th>
<th>variant 2</th>
<th>variant 3</th>
<th>variant 4</th>
<th>variant 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\beta) – AM 162 B (\beta)</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>reckio</td>
<td>ganga tl</td>
<td>h(\alpha) reckio</td>
<td>o(c) l(h)ia t(e)</td>
<td>o(c) l(å)g(d)í t(i) rekkio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1r16a)</td>
<td>reckio</td>
<td>(1r18a)</td>
<td>(1r20a)</td>
<td>(1r7a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr – GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>reckio</td>
<td>ganga til</td>
<td>h(\alpha) reckio</td>
<td>o(k) l(h)íga</td>
<td>o(k) l(å)g(d)íz t(i) rekkio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6r6)</td>
<td>hvílo</td>
<td>(6r7)</td>
<td>(6r8)</td>
<td>(5v30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R – AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300-1325</td>
<td>rek(ju)</td>
<td>ganga til</td>
<td>h(\alpha) hvílo</td>
<td>o(k) l(h)íga</td>
<td>o(k) l(å)g(d)íz í rekkio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5v10</td>
<td>11)</td>
<td>hvílu</td>
<td>(5v12)</td>
<td>(5v13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^8\) fegía: \(\alpha(1r9)\); fegu: R(5v13), K(7r10), S(5r11); f.: Gr(6r9); fegua: \(\beta(1r21a)\); fegía: O(3v19). alldzeigí: \(\alpha(1r15, 1v4)\); alldzegí: R(5v17), K(7r15); alld: R(5v25), Gr(6r25), \(\beta(1r29a, 1r10b)\), K(7r23), S(5r15), O(3v27); alldzegí: Gr(6r14); alldzi: S(5r23); alldd00: O(3v22). hv\(\alpha\)\(r\)t\(u\)ueggía: \(\alpha(2r2/3)\); hv\(\alpha\)\(r\)tv\(\epsilon\)ggía: R(6r12); hv\(\alpha\)\(r\)tv\(\epsilon\)ggía: Gr(6v13); hv\(\alpha\)\(r\)tv\(\epsilon\)ggía: \(\beta(1v8a)\); hv\(\alpha\)\(r\)tv\(\epsilon\)ggía: K(7v14); hu\(\alpha\)\(r\)t\(u\)eggía: S(5v4); hv\(\alpha\)\(r\)tv\(\epsilon\)ggía: O(4r1).

\(^9\) reykiu: \(\alpha(1r5)\); rek\(\mid\)ku: R(5v10|11), og rekkio: Gr(6r6), \(\beta(1r16a)\); riá: \(\alpha(7r7)\); risa ur rekkio S(5r8|9) riá úr Reyku: O(3v17). 000 til hvílu: \(\alpha(1r7)\); ganga til hvílu: R(5v12); ganga til hvílo: Gr(6r7); ganga tl rekkio: \(\beta(1r18a)\) ganga til hvílo K(7r9); ganga til hvílo: S(5r10); ganga til Reykíu: O(3v18). nefna vottar000 00: \(\alpha(1r8|9)\) h\(\alpha\) hvílu: R(5v13); h\(\alpha\) rekkio: GR(6r8); h\(\alpha\) rekkio: \(\beta(1r20a)\); h\(\alpha\) hvílu K(7r10); h\(\alpha\) rekk\(ju\): S(5r10|11); h\(\alpha\) hvílu O(3r18).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shelf mark, Name</th>
<th>Date (ONP)</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Rekkja</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM 325 V 4to</td>
<td>c.1300-1320</td>
<td>Rauðulfs þátttr</td>
<td>“reyckio”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 234 fol</td>
<td>c. 1340</td>
<td>Mariu saga</td>
<td>“reyckiv”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 657 c 4to</td>
<td>c. 1340-1390</td>
<td>Guðmundar saga erkiðsaks</td>
<td>“riokiv”, “reykiv”, “riokiv”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 573 4to</td>
<td>c.1350-1375</td>
<td>Eiríks saga viðforla</td>
<td>“riokiv”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 764 4to</td>
<td>c. 1360-1380</td>
<td>Júdítar saga</td>
<td>“reyckionne”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 344 a 4to</td>
<td>c. 1350-1400</td>
<td>Órvar-Odds saga</td>
<td>non emend. “riokiu”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 561 4to</td>
<td>c. 1400</td>
<td>Gull-Þóris saga</td>
<td>“reycki”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GKS 1008 fol,</td>
<td>c. 1400</td>
<td>Thómass saga erkiðsaks</td>
<td>“reyckiv”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tómasskinna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holm perg 1 fol,</td>
<td>c. 1400-1425</td>
<td>Rauðulfs þátttr</td>
<td>“reykvr”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergsbök</td>
<td></td>
<td>Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar</td>
<td>“riokvi”, “riokiu”, “reikii”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holm perg 6 4to</td>
<td>c. 1400-1425</td>
<td>Ívents saga</td>
<td>“riokkii”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valvens þátttr</td>
<td>“reiukku”, non emend. “riukkuna”, non emend. “riukku”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKS 1824 b 4to</td>
<td>c. 1400-1425</td>
<td>Ragnars saga loðbrókar</td>
<td>“reycki”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Völunga saga</td>
<td>“reycki”, “reykii”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Icelandic - English dictionary (Cleasby and Vigfusson 1874) mentions that the fem. noun *rekkja* is sometimes spelled as *reykja* or *rjukja*. *Ordbog over det norrøne prosaprog* (ONP) gives 157 examples of “rekkja”, with 26 of them spelled “reyka” or “reikia”, and 14 examples with the spellings “riokia” and “rjukia”, all presented in Table 10 below:
The earliest example registered in *ONP* is dated as early as c. 1300-1320, as preserved in the text of *Ólafs saga helga* in AM 325 V 4to, and is given in the apparatus of the saga’s edition: “Siþan gecc konungr til reckív siñar ok var þar uel umbuíz” (variants of line 10: “reckiv: reyckio 325V; hvilv 75 α”) (Johnsen and Jón Helgason 1941, 667).

The next earliest examples are preserved in Hand 1 of the manuscript AM 234 fol. (Unger 1871, XI-X). This manuscript is dated to c. 1340 and contains *Heilagra manna sögur*. In the text of *Maríu saga*, the word form can be found in the context: “ok var sva boðit, at. VII. daga fra þvi er konan fæddi sveinbarnn, þaa skyldi hvn i savmvreyck hvila...” (Unger 1871, 371). In *Thómass saga erkibyskups*: “þriv mmisseri hafði hvn alldregi /uniEF91/ sinn fot stigt ok /uniEF91/ hvn i reyckiv alla þa stvnd ok var jafran nær ætlat davða” (Unger 1869, 554).

The oldest registered form of “riokiv”, as preserved in *Guðmundar saga byskups* on leaf 15r30 (Jensen 1983, CXCIV), is found in manuscript AM 657c 4to, which has been dated to 1340-1390. The forms with “ey” and “io” seem to appear frequently in the second half of the 14th century and in the beginning of the 15th century. For example, in *Fúditar saga*, “Sidan tok hon hiup hanf | hinn dyxa en uellti blonum o2 reyckiuňne a ioj” (Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir 2000, 115), as is preserved in manuscript AM 764 4to, dated 1360-1380, according to *ONP*. A more precise date of 1376-1386 is given by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.
(2000, 79). Other saga manuscripts contain additional forms, as for example: “réiückíu” in Holm perg 1 fol of Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar, dated to 1350-1400, “reyckíu” in AM 561 4to, the manuscript of Gull Þóris saga which has been dated to 1400, “riokkíu” in Holm perg 6 4to of Ívents saga from c. 1400-1425, or “riockíu” NKS 1824 b 4to of Ragnars saga lodbrokar dated to c. 1400-1425 (ONP). In NKS 1824 b 4to, there are the preserved forms “Reyckíu” (4r16), (32r20|21), (37v1), (59r5), (61v15) alongside with “Rekkíu” (7v20) and “Reckíu” (34r7)(37v14). Magnus Olsen (1906-08, XXVII) states that in NKS 1824 b 4to, “ey” is the orthographic representation of ø, in words like “fleyia” and “valsleyngur”. Moreover, in her edition of Eiríks saga víðförla, Helle Jensen, while discussing characteristic features of AM 657 c 4to, observes that spellings of this sort appear in manuscripts that seem to be related and which may belong to the same scribal school:

AMKO’s samlinger har bl.a. beleg þá riokkja frá Sth. perg. 4to nr. 6, Sth. perg. fol. nr 1 (Bergsbók) og Ny kgl. sml. 1824 b 4to, tre håndskrifter fra ca. 1400 eller begyndelsen af det 15. árh., som undgør en skriverkonstitueret håndskriftgruppe (Jensen 1983, CXCIV).

If these manuscripts can indeed create a group representing particular orthographic features, it is worth mentioning that the same hands have been identified as writing these manuscripts. Stefán Karlsson (1967, 77) notes that Hand A of Bergsbók is the same hand as Hand A of Holm perg 6 4to, and also:

E-hönd Perg. fol. nr. 1 (Bergsbókar) og B-hönd Perg. 4to nr. 6 í Stokkhólimi væru sama hóndin. Síðan hefur komið í ljós að þessi hónd er einnig á mestum hluta NKS 1824 4to, sem hefur að geyma Völsunga sögu, Ragnars sögu lodbrokar og Krákumál (Stefán Karlsson 1970, 368).

In the introduction to his edition of Mírmans saga, Desmond Slay (1997, XVI-XXXIII) states that it is evident that scribe A and B of Perg. 4to nr 6 were contemporaries and cooperated with each other. He suggests the Northern quarter of Iceland as the possible provenance of the part of the manuscript that was presumably written in the 15th century.

What is even more interesting is that Bergsbók preserved the text corresponding to AM 325 V 4to, the manuscript that preserved the oldest registered form of “reyckio”, as
mentioned above. Both manuscripts belong to the A-class manuscripts in the stemma of Ólafs saga helga (Johnsen and Jón Helgason 1941, 1103).

If the “reykia”-group can be distinguished, perhaps similar observations can be made for “riokia”. Helle Jensen (1983, CXCIV) observed in the orthography of AM 657 c 4to, dated to 1340-1390, that e is represented with “io”. For example, “hiordin”, “hiorot”, and “riockivr”. She mentions that the form “hiorot” has an analogous form in AM 656 I 4to, dated to 1200-1300, where the form “hiorvdum” appeared (Louis-Jensen 1979, 235). It is worth mentioning that according to Jonna Louis-Jensen (1979, 219), AM 656 I 4to and AM 325 V 4to seem to be written in the same hand.

Stefán Karlsson (2002, 838; 2004, 41) suggested that the digraphs “eo” and “ey” were used in a few manuscripts from 13th and 14th centuries after the merger of ø and ǫ to represent the original ø. However, he states that it was relatively rare in the 14th century.

In the ONP dictionary, there are no other forms spelled with “y” in the environment “ekkj”, “ekj”, “ekki”, or “eki”, which might indeed reflect the scribal practice of some particular group of scribes which could be identified with a larger sample of manuscripts. This question requires further research. However, it is worth mentioning that in the ONP dictionary, the forms “heylía” hylja and “leyſtí” lýsti are not registered as variants of verbs hylja and lýsa, which could be another feature which would help in identifying similarities between the manuscripts.

The word rekkja appears with both “ey” and “io” spellings in a number of the 22 manuscripts alongside the regular “e”. Many of these manuscripts appear to be related. The spelling “ey” is known to have been used to render the front rounded vowel ø, which later merged with the back rounded ǫ. The spellings “ey” in rekkja could thus reflect the variant rokkja, later rókkja after the merger ø + ǫ > ő. The form rókkja could have been a dialectal variant of rekkja and to judge from the examples on record, it was at least part of the language in the 14th and 15th centuries. It is more complicated to interpret the more rare spellings with
“io”, but these could perhaps be accounted for as representing the variant pronunciation of rjökkja.

5.3 The diphthongization before ng/nk

In the manuscript, the short vowel e before the consonant cluster ng in the stressed syllable appear as given below in the Table 11’s exhaustive list of examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e</th>
<th>Ei</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“gengu” gengu (1v11)</td>
<td>„leingi” lengi (1r3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“dreing ſkap” drengskap (1v20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>„feingfaum” fengsǫm (2v14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“eingi” engi (2v17) – pron.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The given examples suggest that e before ng was diphthongized, and the scribe is almost consistent in representing this change in the manuscript. However, no signs of the diphthongization of a can be found; the scribe is consistent in spellings as “þangat” þangat (1v3). Also the problem of the diphthongization of ö is not resolved since there are two examples that are uncertain. In the words “holmgaunguna” (2r6), and “aunguan”(1v6), the sound ö is represented as “au”, however, it does not prove the diphthongization of this vowel. It could just be the graphical representation of the phoneme õ, which seems to be a common practice of this scribe, who uses “au” and “ö” to represent õ, as was already stated in the chapter about palaeographical representations of the sounds. On the other hand, we cannot exclude the possibility that the spelling could have been influenced by the ongoing diphthongization and that the choice of “au” instead of “ö”, in this case, was intentional.

The vowel change e > ei before ng first appears around a year 1300, when short vowels that appeared before the consonant clusters ng/nk changed their values. The high vowels were lengthened, while others were diphthongised. For example, e was diphthongised to ei, and ö to au, while i was lengthened to í, y to ý and u to ú (Noreen 1923, 110; Alexander

10 “holmgaunguna” - /ö/ appears in the second syllable, where is the additional stress, because the word is a compound word.
The change in the sounds e (“ę”), ö (“ǫ”) before ng/nk, according to Jóhanes L. L. Jóhannsson (1924, 20), had two steps of development. First, the short vowel was lengthened, for example “stręngr” – “strængr”, “spǫng - sp/uniE60Cng”, and later became diphthongs “steingr”, “spaung”.

The dating based on the diphthongization of e into ei before ng/nk suggests that the manuscript cannot be older than the first half of the 14th century and the high level of diphthongal spellings would suggest a date in the late 14th century or later (Jóhannes L.L. Jóhannsson 1924, 19; Björn K. Dórólfssson 1925, XII; Bandle 1956, 45-46, Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 415).

Analysis of the other manuscripts containing chapter 8 of Njáls saga, presented in Table 10, reveals that the diphthongization of e before ng/nk is manifest in AM 466 4to Oddabók, from around 1460, in the examples “leíngı” O(3v16) and “dreíng ſkap” O(3v36), and had already begun during the writing of AM 468 4to, Reykjabók, from around 1300-1325, with “lęıngı” R(5v9) for example. ONP dictionary does not register variants from Reykjabók, giving the earliest examples of AM 580 4to dated to c1300-1325/1350 and NKS 1642 4to dated to 1300-1350, which makes Reykjabók, dated to 1300-1325, one of the oldest examples of this change. Spellings in other manuscripts containing corresponding to α text, presented in the Table 12, do not suggest this diphthongization.\(^{11}\)

12. Diphthongization of e in manuscripts containing corresponding text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date ONP</th>
<th>lengi</th>
<th>gengu</th>
<th>Døringskap</th>
<th>engi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β – AM 162 B β</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“lengi”</td>
<td>“gengo”</td>
<td>Illegible</td>
<td>“engi”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr- GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“lengi”</td>
<td>“gengo”</td>
<td>“døringskap”</td>
<td>lacuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R – AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300–1325</td>
<td>“leíngi”</td>
<td>“gengu”</td>
<td>“døringskap”</td>
<td>“en</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{11}\) It seems possible that the diphthongization appears earlier before the cluster /ngi/ than just /ng/, which can suggest, for example form “gengu”, represented in the Table 6., is not diphthongized in α as well as in all other manuscripts: længi: R(5v9); længi: GR(6r4), β(1r13a), K(7r6); S(5r7); længi: O(3v16). gengu: α(1v11), O(3v32); gengu: R(6r2), K(7v4); gengu: GR(6v2); gengo: β(1r21b); gengo: S(5r29). dreíng ſkap: α(1v20), O(3v36); døringskap: R(6v8); døringskap: Gr(6v8); døringskap: K(7v10); illegible: β. døringskap: S(5v1). feing(afam: α(2v14); omitted: R, K, S, O; feng fam: β(1v20b); lacunae: Gr. engi: α(2v17); en|gi: R(6v8|9); engi: β(1v24b), K(8r16), S(5v29); lacuna: Gr; illegible: O.
5.4 The change “vá” > “vo”

Evidence in AM 162 B α fol. for the orthographic change from “vá” to “vo” is displayed in the Table 13.

13. Words with “va” and “vo”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“va”</th>
<th>“vo”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“kuanfang” kvánfang (2v24/25)</td>
<td>“uott0” váttå (1r8, 1r11, 1v12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“fuó” svó (1r13) fuó (1v23, 2v5, 2v13)</td>
<td>“uottar” váttar (1v23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“uoter” váttir (2r16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spelling “uo” is dominant in the scribe’s orthography and there is only one instance where the form “úá” seems to appear. However this example is not definite due to the condition of the parchment.

The orthographic change of “vá” to “vo” began in the first half of the 14th century. In the older literature, this change was interpreted as a two-step process, a progressive umlaut, when in the mid-14th century vá changed into vô and then not earlier than around 1600 vô into vo (Björn K. Þórólfsasson 1925, XI-XII, Jóhannes L. Jóhannsson 1924, 36). However, in the later scholarship, a different explanation is favoured. In the 14th century á has became a diphthong, au, everywhere except immediately following v, where it remained as a monophthong. As the diphthongized vowel retained its old spelling (“á”, “ai”, etc.) the orthographic representation of vá gradually changed to “vo”, “uo” or similar. As far as the sequence vá is concerned, no phonetic change took place, and it is most probably only a matter of orthography (Hreinn Benediktsson 2002b, 231-232). However, some scholars do not
reject the possibility of intermediate stage when vá would change into vé (Stefán Karlsson 1981, 259; Stefán Karlsson 2004, 14).

In the manuscript there are eleven examples of spellings with “uo” and only one with “ua” - abbreviated forms cannot be used as an evidence (read more in chapter 7). It seems to be clear that in our fragment, the diphthongization of á had already taken place, and the usage of “vo” is already a common practice, or at least it is predominant in the preserved fragment.

The earliest evidence of the orthographic change from “vá” into “vo” can be found in document from 1311, where the adverb “svá” is spelled “suo” and in a letter from 1341, where the dative form of “hafnarváðum” appears as “hafnarvodum” (Björn K. Þórólfsson 1925, XI-XII; Hreinn Benediktsson 2002b, 231). However, according to Stefán Karlsson (1982, 55), the general change cannot become widespread much earlier than 1380. This feature would push the date of the manuscript’s writing to not earlier than the last quarter of the 14th century.

In the context of this language change, the orthography of α is closest to the orthography of Oddabók, where we can find forms as “uotta” O(3v18), “uo| nefna” O(3v19|20), “uoter” O(4r8) or “uo|zad” O(3v23), where by contrast other manuscripts preserved spellings with “ua”. Also the abbreviations of the word “svá” with a superscript “a” suggest that the change did not take place in other manuscripts besides Oddabók, where the superscript “o” is used: “t” β(1r25), “s” S(5r13), “s” O(3v20). However it is important to emphasise that abbreviations tend to be conservative and do not have to reflect general spelling of the manuscript. The distribution of particular forms can be found in Table 14. Moreover, only α and Oddabók used the superscript “o” to abbreviate hvót ueggía: α(2r2/3); hvótvegva: O(4r1), other manuscripts use the superscript letter “r”, which tends to stand for “ar”.  

---

12 uott: α(1r8); uaita: R(5v12), Gr(6r8), K(7r10); uat: β(1r20a), S(5r10); uotta: O(3v18), uott000: α(1r1l); vánefnu: R(5v14); vánefnno: Gr(6r11); vánefnno: β(1r23a); uat nefnu: K(7r12); uatta nefno:
14. Change “vá” to “vo” in other manuscripts containing the corresponding text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date ONP</th>
<th>váttar</th>
<th>váttir</th>
<th>váttar</th>
<th>váttir</th>
<th>váttar</th>
<th>váttir</th>
<th>váttar</th>
<th>váttir</th>
<th>váttar</th>
<th>váttir</th>
<th>kvánfang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β – AM 162 B β</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“uatta”</td>
<td>“ valued ”</td>
<td>“ fua”</td>
<td>“ vattar”</td>
<td>illegible</td>
<td>“ cyan fang”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr-GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“uall”</td>
<td>“ uathnefno”</td>
<td>“ fva”</td>
<td>“ vataar”</td>
<td>“ uater”</td>
<td>lacuna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R – AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300-1325</td>
<td>“uatt”</td>
<td>“ valnefno”</td>
<td>“ fua”</td>
<td>“ vattar”</td>
<td>“ uater”</td>
<td>“ kuanfang”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K – AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>c. 1350</td>
<td>“uatta”</td>
<td>“ uat nefnu”</td>
<td>“ fva”</td>
<td>“ vatar”</td>
<td>“ uater”</td>
<td>“ kuanfang”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>c. 1350-1400</td>
<td>“uatta”</td>
<td>“ uatnefno”</td>
<td>“ fua”</td>
<td>“ uatter”</td>
<td>“ uater”</td>
<td>“ kuanfang”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α – AM 162 B α</td>
<td>c. 1400</td>
<td>“uo/uni1E6B</td>
<td>nefn”</td>
<td>“ fua”</td>
<td>“ untoar”</td>
<td>“ uoter”</td>
<td>“ kuanfang”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O – AM 466 4to</td>
<td>c. 1460</td>
<td>“uotta”</td>
<td>“ uot nefn”</td>
<td>“ fua”</td>
<td>“ uotter”</td>
<td>“ uoter”</td>
<td>illegible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 The fricativization t > ð in word-final position

The fricativization of the dental stop t into the dental fricative ð in word final position in AM 162 B α fol. appears as follows:

“þangat” þangat (1v3)
“farít” farit pret. ptc. (1r24)
“þugðit” þugðit (1r25)
“annat” annat (1v7, 2r2)
“jafnmikit” jafnmikit (2r2)
“fíit” fíit (2r3, 2r9)
“farít” farit pret. ptc. (2r9)
“þorðit” þorðit (2r22)
“þingat” þingat (2v5)
“at” at (1v2, 1v8, 1v10, 1v10, 1v10, 1v17, 1v17, 1v23, 1v24, 1v24, 1r7, 2r8, 2r11, 2r12, 2r14, 2r22, 2r24, 1v15, 2v15, 2v25)
“þat” þat (2v11)
“þvi at” þvi at (1v21, 2r7, 2r9)
“þikit” þikit (2r11, 2r12, 2r16, 2v13)

The orthography of the scribe of this fragment seems to be consistent and all forms have the final “t” preserved. There is no reversed spelling which could suggest the change. This can
mean that either the fricativization of t into ð did not take place, or that the scribe is archaising his language, possibly basing it on the exemplar. The fricativization of t in unstressed word-final position appears in the 13th century (Björn K. Þórólfsson 1925, XXVII, XXXII; Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 414; Stefán Karlsson 2004, 19). However, occasional spellings with “t” persist as late as the 16th century (Bandle 1956, 170; Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 414). The use of “t” in 41 forms (21 – “at”, 3 – “þvi at”, 1-“þat”, 15-other words with “t” in unstressed word-final position) in the short fragment α, suggests that perhaps the scribe uses archaic orthography by copying the exemplar very consistently.

AM 350 fol, Skarðsbók Jónsbókar - dated not earlier than 1363 - preserved the forms with “t” on the side with “ð” (Jón Helgason 1926, s. 46, 70), while the orthography of Helgastaðabók, Perg. 4to nr. 16, dated not earlier than second half of 14th century, contains forms with “d” along with older “t” (Stefán Karlsson 1982, 72,75). The orthography of the scribe of the α seems to be consistent in this aspect - even if the text is not very long, it is remarkable that there is not a single instance of “d” for the earlier “t” in the fragment. Therefore it can be assumed that the scribe was possibly archaizing his language, maybe following his exemplar.

However, this seems to be a common practice for scribes of all the medieval manuscripts containing chapter 8 of Njáls saga, because the dominating form in this text is “t” in the word final position. There are though two exceptions though: Reykjabók, AM 468 4to, from around 1300-1325 preserved forms with “ð” or “d” in the word final position in the past participle “farð” R(6r16), “farð” R(5v23); on the other hand, Oddabók, AM 466 4to, dated to 1460, preserved the definite form of noun “fé” “fed” O(4r4). Other examined instances seem to suggest the usage of “t” throughout the corresponding text, which presumably reflects a strong orthographic tradition to preserve archaic forms in the 14th century book writing.13

13 farí: α(1r24); farid: R(5v23); farst: Gr(6r22); farst: β(1r7b), K(7r21); farıt: S(5r20); farıt: O(3v26). bzburgd: α(1r25); bzburgd: R(5v24), Gr(6r23), β(1r8b), K(7r22); bzburgd: S(5r21); bzburgd: O(3v26). þangat: α(1v3); omitted: R, Gr, β, S, O; illegible: K. annat: α(1v7, 2r2); annat: R(5v28, 6r11), β(1r15b), K(7r26, 7v14), S(5r26, 5v4), O(4r1); av: Gr (6r28,6v12); an: O(3v29). iammuc: α(2r2); iafnmf:
5.6 The fricativization $k > g$ in word-final position

The evidence for the fricativization of $k$ in unstressed word-final position is shown in Table 15 below.

### 15. Examples of words with $k$ in word-final position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“k”</th>
<th>“g”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“ek”</td>
<td>“fig” sik (2v13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“þık” 2r23</td>
<td>“miog” mjǫk (1v8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“míok” mjǫk (1v4, 2r16, 2r20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fricativization of $k$ in the unstressed word-final position appears in the orthography of the 13th century, but the older form with “k” is preserved in the orthography of some manuscripts as late as the 16th century (Alexander Jóhannesson 1923-24, 150; Bandle 1956, 147; Stefán Karlsson 2004, 19; Harladur Bernharðsson 2013, 5).

Other manuscripts that preserved corresponding to a text, tend to preserve “k” in first person personal pronoun “ek”, only Oddabók, AM 466 4to, from around 1460, presents the new spelling with “eg”. However, in the second and third person of the personal pronouns, manuscripts differ.

---

R(6r11); aafmikat: Gr(6v12); illegible: β; iam mili: S(5v4); aafnmi: O(4r1). feit: a(2r3, 2r9); feit: R(6r12); feit: Gr(6v13,6v17); illegible: β; feit: K(7v18); 00 it: S(5v7|8); fed: O(4r4). farit: a(2r9); farit: R(6r16); farit: Gr(6v17); farit: β(1v7a), K(7v19); far it: O(4r4). ożot: R(6r20); ožner: a(2r16); uožot: K(6v23); illegible: β; ožot: K(7v24); ožot: S(5v12); ožot: O(4r8). fožot: a(2r22); fožot: R(6r24), illegible: Gr; illegible: β; fožot: K(8r2); kuaat: S(5v16); fožot: O(4r11). hingat: a(2v5); hing: R(6r); lacuna: Gr; hing0: β(1v7b); hingat: K(8r6), S(5v21); hing: O(4r14). 1if: a(2r9), R(6r15), Gr(6v17), S(5v7), O(4r4); illegible: β; 1ift: K(7v18).
The forms with the letter “c” used for k are preserved in AM 162 B β fol., from around 1300, and Gráskinna, GKS 2870 4to, dated to circa the same time, representing the oldest language of examined Njáls saga manuscripts. AM 468 4to, Reykjábók, dated to around 1300-1325 preserved only spellings with “k” exclusively in this part of the Njáls saga, what suggests an older provenance of Reykjábók than the manuscripts where “g” makes its appearance: AM 162 B α fol, Kálfaðekjarbók, AM 133 fol., from around 1350, and Skafinskinna, GKS 2868 4to, dated to 1350-1400. The youngest language is represented in Oddabók, AM 466 4to, which is from around 1460, where all forms are spelled exclusively with “g”. The distribution of these forms can be found below in Table 16.14

16. Fricativization of k in manuscripts containing corresponding text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date ONP</th>
<th>nom. 1p. pers. pron.: ek</th>
<th>acc. 2p. pers. pron.: þík</th>
<th>acc. 3p. pers. pron.: síc</th>
<th>mók</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β – AM 162 B β</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“ec”</td>
<td>“þíc”</td>
<td>“þíc”</td>
<td>“míoc”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr- GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“ec”, “ek”</td>
<td>“þíc”</td>
<td>lacuna</td>
<td>“míoc”, “míoc”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R – AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300-1325</td>
<td>“ek”</td>
<td>“þík”</td>
<td>“þíc”</td>
<td>“míok”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K – AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>c. 1350</td>
<td>“ek”</td>
<td>“þík”</td>
<td>“þíc”</td>
<td>“míok”, “míog”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S- GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>c. 1350-1400</td>
<td>“ek”</td>
<td>“þík”</td>
<td>“þíc”</td>
<td>“míok”, “míog”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α – AM 162 B α</td>
<td>c. 1400-1500</td>
<td>“ek”</td>
<td>“þík”</td>
<td>“þíc”</td>
<td>“míok”, “míog”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O – AM 466 4to</td>
<td>c. 1460</td>
<td>“eg”</td>
<td>abbreviated</td>
<td>illegible</td>
<td>“míok”, “míog”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 ek: α(1r14, 1r25, 1v21, 1v22, 1v24, 2r2, 2r21, 2r22, 2r23, 2v8), R(5v17, 5v23, 6v8, 6r9, 6r9, 6r10, 6r11, 6r23, 6r25, 6r25, 6r1), Gr(6r22, 6v9, 6v10, 6v10, 6v29), K(7r14, 7r21, 7v11, 7v12, 7v12, 7v13, 8r1, 8r2 8r2, 8r9), S(5r14, 5r21,5v1, 5v2,5v3, 5v5,5v16, 5v17, 5v23); ec: Gr(6r14, 6v11, 6v12, 6v28, 6v29), β(1r128a,1v34a, 1v3a, 1v3a, 1v3a); eg: O(3v21, 3v26, 3v36, 3v37, 3v37, 3v38, 4r10, 4r11, 4r11, 4v16). mók: α(1v4, 2r16, 2r20); mók: R(5v26, 5v29, 6r23), S(5v14), O(3v28), mók: Gr(6r26, 6v27), β(1r12b, 1r17b); mók: Gr(6r29); mók: K(7r24, 7v1); mók: S(5r24, 5r27); m’k: O(4r9); mók: α(1v8), O(3v30); mók: K(7v26), þík α(2r23); R (6r25), K(8r2) þíc Gr. (6v29), þícg: β(1v35), þícg: S(5v17), þícg: O(4r11). þíg α(2v13), S(5v27); þík : R(6v6), K(8r13) lacuna: Gr; þícg: β(1v9b); illegible: O.
5.7 Vowel epenthesis

The complete list of non-abbreviated words, where the \( u \)-epenthesis could be found, is given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form without epenthetic ( u )</th>
<th>Form with epenthetic ( u )</th>
<th>Ambivalent examples (use of ( \ddot{u} ))</th>
<th>Inverted spellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“kemr” “kemr” (1r14)</td>
<td>“faguż” “fagøt” (2v12)</td>
<td>“henndź” “hendź” (1r15, 1v13)</td>
<td>“fauðź” “føður” (1v2), dat. sg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[0]iðź” “riðr” (1r16)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“mundźinn” “mundrinn” (2r1)</td>
<td>“nauckrum” “nokkurum” (2r24), neut. dat. pl. – inv. spel. or a syncopated stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“unm¿” “Unnr” (1v2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“fauðeýfkr” “suðreyskr” (2v15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“all¿” “allr” (2r1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“nemn¿” “nemdr” (2v18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“fræknaztw” “fræknastr” (2r10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“bruðź” “bráðr” (2v23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[bjo]óstölf” “Þjóstölf” (2r15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[00]nggr gull” “fingrgull” (2v6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“iðerkr” “sterkr” (2v15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the vast majority of instances, there are no orthographic signs of the epenthetic vowel, however the scribe is not consistent in his orthography. Basing on the abbreviated forms, it is not possible to make any strong conclusion regarding the epenthetic \( u \), however it seems that the superscript “\( \ddot{u} \)” represents in majority the forms with the epenthetic vowel (read more in the chapter 7). The only written-out examples, which suggest that the change already took place, is the form “faguż” (2v12) and the reversed spelling of the masc. dat. sing. “faudź” “føður” (1v4), where a non-epenthetic “\( u \)” is not spelled. This may therefore, be characterized as a reversed (or inverted) spelling, but one should perhaps not exclude the possibility that the rounded “\( r \)”, “\( \ddot{z} \)” stands for “\( ur \)”, as it does for example in Guðbrandsbiblía
(Bandle 1956, 156-157). Than in the forms: “henndz” (1r15, 1v13), “0īdζ” (1r16), “mundźnn” (2r1), “fauðzyfkr” (2v15), “nefnź” (2v18), “baðz” (2v23), the “ź” could represent the endings with epenthetic u.

In the examples from other manuscripts, containing text which corresponds to the α text, the epenthetic “u” is not in evidence. We can state that in AM 162 B β fol, dated to around 1300, “ź” stands for r, so the change had not taken place at the time of writing of β, but in other manuscripts, the use of “ź” is not clear: no pattern was discovered by comparing forms from corresponding to α texts.15

A similar problem to the one discussed above in the form masc. dat. sing. “faudz” fður (1v4) is a spelling of the form neut. dat. pl “nauckrum” nokkurum (2r24), where “r” can stand for r and this form represents a new form of the syncopated stem, or can be the inverted spelling of the disyllabic stem containing ur: the form nokkurum (Luxner 2011, 21).

According to Hreinn Benediktsson (2002c, 500), the monosyllabic stem form nokkr-, which becomes dominant in the course of the 16th century, originated in the change that started earlier. The earliest examples from medieval charters are dat. sing. masc. “nauckrum” from DI

---

15 kemr: α(1r14), Gr(6r13), β(1r28a), K(7r14), S(5r14), O(3v21); kemr: R(5v16), henndz: α(1r15); henndz: R(5v17), Gr(6r15), β(1r29a), K(7r15), S(5r15), O(3v22). 0ūd: α(1r16); rið: R(5v18), β(1r29a), K(7r15); reı: GR(6r15), S(5r15); un: α(1v2), S(5r22); un: R(5v18), β(1r29a), K(7r15); mun: α(2r1), K(7r13), O(3v38) omitted: Gr, S. fræknaztr α(2r10); fræknaztr: R (6r16); fræknaztr: Gr(6v18); unclear: β; fræknaz: K(7v19); freknaztr: S(5v20); fræknazt: O(4r4). ũoÔolfr: α(2r15); ũoÔolfr: R(6r19), Gr(6v22), β(1v24a), S(5v11); ũoÔolfr: K(7v23), O(4r7). nauckrum: α(2r24); nakkurum: R(6r26); nöckozum: Gr(6v31); nöckozum: K(8r83); nöckozum: S(5v18); nöckszum: O(4r12). 00ngr gull: α(2v6); ōnger gull: R(6r29), K(8r7); lacuna: Gr; ōnger gull: R(6v8); ōnger gull: S(5v21), O(4r14). ōudz eyfkr: α(2v15); ōudz eyfkr: R(6v7); lacuna: Gr; ōudz eyfkr: β(1v12b); ūôdz eyfkr: K(8r14); ūôdz eyfkr: O(4r19); ūôd: ūôd: O(4r15), O(4r19); ūôd: R(6v7, 6v12); lacuna: Gr; ūôd: R(6r19); ūôd: S(5v32).
III No. 34 written in Skálholt in 1449. The other one is the acc. plur. masc. form “nockra” from DI V No. 67, written c. 1433-1478. However, Stefán Karlsson has suggested that in the case of the second example, the first “r” in the second syllable is a copy of the document that had “r” in this position. So it should be expanded as “ur”, because the scribal practice in these documents suggests as much (Hreinn Benediktsson 2002c, 500).

In the Modern Icelandic declension of many words with a disyllabic stem, the unstressed vowel is syncopated when the ending starts with the vowel, so this could explain the syncope of u in our example of “nauckrum” nǫkkurum (2r24). Björn K. Dórólsson (1925, 49-50) suggested that this change in the declension of nǫkkur had already started in the second half of the 14th century, and had become the common form after the year 1400. Stefán Karlsson (2004, 29), Haraldur Bernhardsson (2013, 315) and Bernhard Luxner (2011, 75) point to the 15th century as the period when the new stem becomes dominant. New stem forms appear in the younger texts, for example in Guðbrandsbíblia from 1584 (Bandle 1956, 368-369), but not in older texts, such as Móðruvallabók, AM 132 fol., dated to the time period 1330-1370 (de Leeuw van Weenen 2000, 212). All other medieval manuscripts that preserved corresponding text represent the form with the disyllabic stem: “n/uniEF97kuru m” R(6r26), “nockozom” Gr(6v31), “noccorum” β(1v2b), “nókorum” K(8r3), “nokkozum” S(5v18), “nocku/uniF20Eum” O(4r12).

The insertion of u began in the last quarter of the 13th century and the first half of the 14th century, when r appears between true consonants, for example, words like fegrð became fegurð. In the second half of the 14th century, the epenthetic u can be found before r in word final position preceded by hard stops such as p, t, k: for example, in words such as hestr became hestur. The u-insertion becomes predominant in the 15th and 16th centuries (Ari Páll Kristinsson 1992, 16; Haraldur Bernhardsson 2013, 185-187, 415). Thereby the environment that favoured the u-epenthesis in words like “fræknaztr”, “ſterkr”, or “faudzeýfkr”, should show tendencies towards the u-insertion in the first place, but it does not appear in the manuscript. That the scribe is somewhat archaic in his orthographic practice is
borne out by the fact that the only evidence for $u$-epenthesis is in one written-out form and in the form of inverted spellings.

5.8 The diphthongization of $é$

The written out forms, where the diphthongization of $é$ could be recognized, appear as follows:

"feít" féið (1r2, 1v22)
"þer" þér (1r6, abb: 1v22, 1v23,2 2r21)
"féau|k" fésǫk (1v12|13)
"fé" sér (2r10, 2v24)
"léku" léku (2r18)
"lék" lék (2r19)
"feck" fékk (2v9)
"het" hét (2v14)

As seen in the list above, there are no examples with the diphthongization $é$ [e:] > [ie] > [je] in the fragment. It is another example of archaic orthography by the scribe.

The diphthongization of long monothongs in Icelandic manuscripts appears sporadically as early as the 13th century, becomes more common in the second half of the 14th century, and becomes prominent in the course of the 15th century. Initially, diphthongization is manifested in spellings “ie”/“íe” for the long $e$ (Konráð Gísason 1846, 39-40; Björn K. Þórólfsson 1925, XIII-XIV; Jóhannes Jóhannsson 1924, 11; Bandle 1956, 45-46; Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 166-169, 415-416).

At the same time, when the diphthongization of long $e$ took place, the diphthongization of long $a$ was in progress. It is visible mainly through the orthographic change from “vá” into “vo”, as discussed earlier. However, in $a$, there is an interesting example of the abbreviated form “fía’h eimtuni” 2r4/5. It can be expanded as “fía’rheimtunni” with the superscript “r” standing for “r”, or as
“fíaurheimtunni”. Thus the expansion is “ur” which presumably could reflect the diphthongised long \(a > au\).

The other medieval manuscripts containing text which corresponds to \(\alpha\) text do not show signs of the diphthongization in the examined fragments. Only Oddabók, AM 466 4to, dated to around 1460, contains the consistent spelling “þier” O(3v17, 3v37, 3v38, 4r10, 4r11) what suggests that the change already took place at the time of writing of this manuscript.\(^{16}\)

5.9 Consonant epenthesis

In the manuscript, there is only one example of the written out word where the epenthetic \(t\) could be recognized:

“kalldyrum” karldyrum (1r12)

There are also forms containing \(nn\), such as:

“einn” einn (1r25)
“einn hvern” einnhvorn (1v11)
“fueinnenn” sveinninn (2v5)

In the fragment there is no signs of spellings with “dl” for \(ll\), \(rl\), or “dn” for \(nn\), \(rn\), or “rn” for \(nn\). However, the spelling “kalldyrum” indicates that \(rl\) and \(ll\) were already pronounced in the same way, presumably as \(tl\). But it also could be an effect of the assimilation \(rl\) with \(ll\), which is known to be a form of a scribal practice from around 1320, when form “kallmenn” appears in Dl II 382.

---

\(^{16}\) feít: \(α(1r2, 1v22); fe \ fít: R(5v8|9), K(7r5), Gr(6r3); fe \ fítt: \(β(1r12a), O(3v15); S(5r7); fëtt: \(β(1v2a), K(7v14); feet: Gr(6v17); fëd: O(4r4). \_þer: α(1r6), \(β(1r16a); \_þer: α(2v22,1v23,2r21), R(5v11, 6r9, 6r10, 6r25), Gr(6r8, 6v10, 6v11), \(β(1r18a, 1v5a), S(5r10, 5v3, 5v16), K(7r9, 7v12, 7v13, 7v15, 8r1); \_þe: O(3v17, 3v37, 3v38, 4r10, 4r11). fefau|k: α(1v12|13); fe fæk: R(6r3), Gr (6v2), K(7v5); fe fık: \(β(1r22b); fe lok: S(5r29), O(3v32). fíer: α(2r10, 2v24), K(7v19, 7v25, 8r21), O(4r9); ser: R(6r16, 6v13), \(β(1v17a, 1v34b), S(5v8, 5v33), O(4r4, 4r24). leku: α(2r18), O(4r9); lek: R(6r22); leko: \(β(1v27a), Gr(6v25), S(5v13); lek: K(7v25). lek: α(2r19), \(β(1v29a), Gr (6v26), S(5v14), K(7v26), O(4r9); lek: R(6r22). feck: α(2v9), \(β(1v12b), O(4r16); fek: R(6v2); fek: S(5v23). het: α(2v14), S(5v27), K(8r14); omitted: R, illegible: β; het: O(4r19).
Presumably in the course of the 14th century the long consonant \(ll\) and the cluster \(rl\) became to be pronounced as \(tl\), also the long consonant \(nn\) and the cluster \(rn\) following a long vowel or a diphthong became to be pronounced as \(tn\). According to Alexander Jóhannesson (1923-24, 132) this language change had to take place in the 13th century, however, he does not provide any evidence for that. He suggested that the evidence for \(tl\) and \(tn\) in pronunciation can be registered from the first part of the 14th century, but Björn K. Þórólfsson (1925, XXXII) disagreed; emphasising that in from the 14th up to the 16th centuries short \(l\) and \(n\) can create the rhymes with long \(ll\) and \(nn\), for example, \(til\):\(vill\), \(flein\):\(einn\). However, the first examples of orthographic representations of this change appeared in the early 14th century in “Olleifr” for \(Oddleifr\) in Hauksbók dated to c. 1302-1310 and “Orny” for \(Oddný\) in a charter from 1332. Later, forms as “kadl” for \(karl\) or “fadla” for \(falla\) become common (Bandle 1973,45; Stefán Karlsson 1978, 98; Haraldur Bernhardsson 2013, 190-193).

None of the other medieval manuscripts, examined with the references to the corresponding text suggest that this language change had already taken place.\(^{17}\)

6. Orthographic features

6.1 The dentals

In the manuscript, there are 67 instances of dental fricatives in the non-initial position and in all cases, these are denoted with a the rounded “\(d\)”: “\(ð\)”. There is only instance which is unclear, due to the condition of the parchment - the example “sibun” (1r1) - which seems to include “\(b\)” for the dental fricative in the mid-word position. At the same time, this example can be explained by the esthetical practice of the scribe to use the letters with long ascenders in the top line of each leaf (read more in chapter 4.4).

\(^{17}\) kalldyrum: \(α(1r12\); karldyrum: R(5v5); kalldyrom: β(1r24a); karldyrom: Gr(6r11); karl dyrum: K(7r12); karldyrum: S(5r12); kalldyrum: O(3v20). einn: \(α(1r25\), β: (1r8b); omitted: R, Gr, K, O, S. einn hvern” \(α(1v11\), S(5r29), O(3v32); Einhvern: R(5v2); Ein hvern: β(1r21b), Gr(6v1); Ein huern: K(7v4). fuenmenn” \(α(2v5\); fuenmiv R (5v28,5v29); fuenmann: β(1v10b), lacuane: Gr; fuenun: K(8r7, 8r8); fuenmun: O(4r14, 4r15); fuenmnin: S(5v21, 5v22).
According to Stefán Karlsson (2002, 835), “þ” in the non-initial position was rather rare from around 1300 onwards, but sporadically appears up to 1400. The rounded “ð” started to replace the letter “þ” in the 13th century, becoming dominant in mid-14th century. He states that under the Norwegian influence, after the year 1400, the letter “þ” barely appears and “ð” is used instead.

According to Hreinn Benediktsson (1965, 74), in the early stage, in some hands, the rounded “ð” is used to denote the fricative ð when straight “d” is used for the stop, but in the 13th century, this distinction was abolished and the rounded “ð” became dominant. On the other hand, as Hreinn Benediktsson suggests, after the consonants l and n, the distinction was preserved, and until the 14th century, for example, in the preterit forms valði, vanði and the substantives valdi, vandi. There are only sporadic examples of “ld” and “nd” in the 13th century for earlier denotation “lþ/lð” or “nþ/nð”. (Hreinn Benediktsson 1965, 74).

The fragment α of AM 162 B fol. is written in Cursive Script that has only rounded form of “d”, and this form is used for both dental fricative “ð” and stop “d”, as shown in the Table 18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>etymological ð</th>
<th>etymological d</th>
<th>etymological ld</th>
<th>etymological ld</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“lagði” sagði (1v1)</td>
<td>“dag” dag (1v11)</td>
<td>“taldi” talði (1v13)</td>
<td>“gjallda” gjalda (1v14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“lidan” síðan (1v3)</td>
<td>“laxar dalþ” Laxardals (1r12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“fiozðu” fjórðu (1r1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The letter “d” used for dental fricatives in the non-word initial position is a characteristic feature of the manuscripts dated to the period after 1375 (Bandle 1956, 115-116; Haraldur Bernhardsson 2013, 410).

The other manuscripts that preserved the corresponding to α text show that the oldest orthography is preserved in AM 162 B β fol., where “þ” in mid-word position appears in all examined examples, as shown in Table 19. All manuscripts, other than Gráskinna and Oddabók, represent a strong orthographic tradition to spell síðan with “þ”, not only when the word is abbreviated but also in written-out forms. In other words than síðan Skafinskinna and
the fragment α preserved the spellings with “d”, when Kálfalækjarbók preserved “ð”, in Reykjabók both forms appear. The youngest orthography is represented in Oddabók, that uses exclusively “d”.18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date ONP</th>
<th>síðan</th>
<th>sagði</th>
<th>talði</th>
<th>fjður</th>
<th>fjöðu</th>
<th>fjöðum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β – AM 162 B β</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“þífan”</td>
<td>abbr.</td>
<td>“talþí”</td>
<td>“féðz”</td>
<td>“fioþo”</td>
<td>omitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr- GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“síðan”</td>
<td>abbr.</td>
<td>talðe</td>
<td>“féðz”</td>
<td>“fioþo”</td>
<td>“fjóðum”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R – AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300-1325</td>
<td>“síðan”, “þífan”</td>
<td>abbr.</td>
<td>talði</td>
<td>“féður”</td>
<td>“fioþu”</td>
<td>“fjóðum”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K – AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>c. 1350</td>
<td>“síðan”</td>
<td>“fágðu”</td>
<td>illegible</td>
<td>“féðu”</td>
<td>“fioþu”</td>
<td>“fjóðum”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S- GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>c. 1350-1400</td>
<td>“síðan”</td>
<td>“fágði”</td>
<td>“talði”</td>
<td>“féður”</td>
<td>“fioþu”</td>
<td>“fjóðum”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α – AM 162 B α</td>
<td>c. 1400-1500</td>
<td>“síðan”, “þífan”</td>
<td>“fágði”</td>
<td>“talði”</td>
<td>“faðz”</td>
<td>“fioþu”</td>
<td>“fjóðum”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O – AM 466 4to</td>
<td>c. 1460</td>
<td>“þídam”</td>
<td>íeðér</td>
<td>“talðí”</td>
<td>“fioþu”</td>
<td>“fjóðum”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2 The middle voice

The middle voice in the fragment is denoted as follows:

- “beríázt” berjask (2r4, 2r11, 2r24),
- “retz” rézk (2r5)
- “berzt” bersk (2r8)
- “fanðzt”19 fannsk (2v25)

As shown above, there are not many examples of the middle voice in the fragment, but the scribe is relatively consistent in its orthographic representation. The mediopassive forms that are used in the manuscript are endings “zt” and once the letter “z” in the form “retz”, which helps in narrowing the date of writing of the manuscript.

According to Haraldur Bernhardsson (2013, 410), the middle voice is especially useful for dating manuscripts from the late period c. 1375/1400. According to Kjartan G. Ottósson

18 íþan α(1r1), R(6v2); síðan: R(5v8), Gr(6r2); síþan: β(1r10a); síþan: K(7r4), S(5r6); íðann: O(3v15).
- fágði: α(1v1), S(5r21); í.: R(5v24), β(1r8b), Gr(6r23); fágði: K(7r22); íeðer: O(3v27). íðan: α(1v3);
- íðan: R(5v25), Gr(6r25); íðan: β(1r11b); íþan: S(5r23); ÿðan: K(7r23); íðann: O(3v28). ñag: α(1v11), R(6r2), K(7v4), S(5r29); d.: β(1r21b), Gr(6v1), O(3v32).
- lasar dálflu: α(1r12); lasar dálflu: R(5v15), β(1r25a), Gr(6r12), K(7r12|13), S(5r13); lag0 dale: O(3v20). “álflu: α(1v13); talði: R(6r3), S(5r30); talþí: β(1r23|24b); talðe: Gr(6v3), illegible: K; talðu: O(3v33). faðz: α(1v2); faður: R(5v25); fóð: Gr(6r25); fóð: β(1r10b); fóð: K(7r23), fóður: S(5r22), fóðer: O(3v27). fíðu: α(1r1); fíðu: R(5v8), K(7r4); fíðu: Gr(6r3); fíðu: β(1r11b); fíðu: S(5r6), O(3v15). fíðum: α(1r2); fíðum R(5v9), fíðum: Gr(6r4); omitted: β; fíðum: K(7r5); fíðum: S(5r7), O (3v15|16).

19 “0” in “fanðzt” means illegible character due to the condition of the parchment.
“z” was the predominant notation for the middle voice after 1300, but some of the scribes frequently used “zt” and “st” in the second half of the 14th century (Kjartan G. Ottósson 1992, 112). The mediopassive ending “zt” appears for the first time in the second half of 14th century, in a letter from 1363, in the forms “kaulluduzt” and “profuadizt” (Stefán Karlsson 1960, 181 after Kjartan G. Ottósson 1992, 121-122). The “zt” ending was an usual notation for a few Icelandic scribes: Króksfjarðarbók (3) - AM 122 a fol dated to 1350-1370; AM 194 8vo (2) dated to 1387, Dórskfíðinga saga preserved in AM 561 4to, dated to 1390-1410; it is represented in around half of Örvar-Odds saga in AM 344 a 4to, dated to 1350-1400; and is rather common in the AM 194 8vo (1). However, some other 14th century scribes used this notation to a limited extent, together with predominant “z” (Kjartan Ottosson 1992, 122-123). In the manuscript books from around 1400, the most common notation of mediopassive is still “z”, but “zt” takes over and becomes more common than “z” in the first quarter of the 15th century. Forms with “zt” were dominant around 1450 until around 1525, and slowly disappeared after 1575 (Kjartan G. Ottósson 1992, 123-124).

The other manuscripts that preserved the corresponding text, represented in the Table 20, suggest that the youngest orthography appears in α and AM 466 4to, Oddabók, dated to around 1460, with the spellings with “zt”, with the exception in Oddabók of “fanzt” and of “retz” in α. The oldest orthography appears in GKS 2870 4to, Gráskinna, dated to around 1300 and in AM 468 4to, Reykjabók, dated to around 1300-1325, where the “ft” ending for 2nd pers. sg. was preserved alongside the “z” ending. There is no data available from the corresponding text preserved in AM 162 B β fol. due to the condition of the fragment.20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>date ONP</th>
<th>berjask</th>
<th>rézk</th>
<th>bezt</th>
<th>fanzt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α(2r4, 2r11, 2r24); bernaz R(6r12, 6r17, 6r25), Gr(6v14, 6v19, 6v30), S(5v5, 5v9, 5v17), K(7v15,7v20); bernaz: K(8r3); bernazt: O(4r2, 4r5, 4r11). rețz: α(2r5); rețz: R(6r13); rețz: Gr(6v15), K(7v16), S(5v6); Rațzt: O(4r2). berzt: α(2r8); berft: R(6r15); berft: Gr(6v17); berzt: K(7v18), S(5v7); berzt: O(4r4). fanōzt: α(2v25); fandz: R(6v14), lacuna: β, Gr; fandz: K(8r21); fandzt: S(3v33); fandz: O(4r25).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3 The palatalization of g and k

The complete list of words where the palatalization of g and k could have been recognized is given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>β – AM 162 B β</th>
<th>c. 1300</th>
<th>illegible</th>
<th>illegible</th>
<th>illegible</th>
<th>lacuna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr – GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300</td>
<td>“beriazt”</td>
<td>“rez”</td>
<td>“berzt”</td>
<td>“fanzt”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R – AM 468 4to</td>
<td>c. 1300-1325</td>
<td>“beriazt”</td>
<td>“redz”</td>
<td>“berft”</td>
<td>“fandz”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K – AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>c. 1350</td>
<td>“beriazt”</td>
<td>“rez”</td>
<td>“berz”</td>
<td>“fanzt”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S – GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>c. 1350-1400</td>
<td>“beriazt”</td>
<td>“rez”</td>
<td>“berzt”</td>
<td>“fanzt”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α – AM 162 B α</td>
<td>c. 1400-1500</td>
<td>“beriazt”</td>
<td>“rez”</td>
<td>“berzt”</td>
<td>“fanzt”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O – AM 466 4to</td>
<td>c. 1460</td>
<td>“beriazt”</td>
<td>“Ræzt”</td>
<td>“berzt”</td>
<td>“fanzt”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“rada giord” ráðagorð (1r24)
“giordu” gorðu (1v1)
“giordi” gorði (2v5)
“giorf er” gorvir (2r17)
“geck” gekk (1r25)
“kemr” kemr (1r14)
“gengu” gengu (1v11)

Of the seven instances of words where the palatalized g appears, four of them reflect the palatalization orthographically. The scribe denotes palatalization before ō - the final sound of the merger of ǫ and o - “giorf er” gorvir (2r17), but he does not do so before e. This practice appears in the 14th century when palatalization is denoted orthographically before the vowels æ and ō (from o) and occasionally e. In the 15th century the palatalization appears more often and increasingly before e (Stefán Karlsson 2004, 45; Haraldur Bernharðsson 2013, 417).

The other manuscripts that preserved corresponding text seem to be very conservative in the orthography, there are no signs of the palatalization of g and k, except one instance in AM 468 4to, Reykjábók, dated to around 1300-1325: gioz | vir: R(6r20|21). However it needs to be emphasised that in most of the manuscripts, the abbreviation mark “er” is used for the forms delivered from gorða.21

---

21 giozd α(1r24); gerð: R(5v23), Gr(6r20), β(1r88b), K(7r21); giozdu α(1v1); gerðu: R(5v24), K(7r22); gerðo: Gr(6r24), S(5r22); omitted: β; gerdu: O(3v27). giozd α(2v5); gerði R(6r29), K(8r7); lacuna: Gr;
7. Abbreviations by the superscript letters.

Fragment α contains examples of all types of abbreviations. There is no room for an analysis of all of them therefore, and so only abbreviations by superscript characters are discussed in this chapter because of their possible phonological value. Examples of particular types of abbreviations can be found in Appendix 3.

Superscript characters appear in the fragment with high frequency. The most common function of superscript letters in the fragment is to substitute for letter combinations. When a superscript letter is a consonant (C), it usually stands for one of the combinations eC, iC, or aC. When it is vowel, it stands for that same vowel in combination with a consonant, as it is shown in Table 21 below.

### 21. Superscript letters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>r</th>
<th>ı</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most frequent superscript letters in the fragment are “r”, “ı” and “z”. The superscript “ı” is often used to abbreviate words such as: “fyrir” (1r21), “eigi” (2v22), “uðr” (1v1) and “til” (1r4), and it is also used once for the cluster ig in “eiga” (2r7).

A superscript “r” stands exclusively for “ar”, as in “uar” (1v5), “únar” (1v13), and “sumar” (1v7), while the superscript “z” is more ambiguous. The superscript “z” stands for “ur” in the gen. sg. and dat. sig. of fem. noun döttur “dottur” (1v13, 1v20), but for “r” in the forms “hunndrada” (1v14) and “íprotin” (2v3). In all other instances abbreviation by a superscript “z” appear in the word final position of words that fragment α did not preserved in their written-out forms. In the edition of the fragment α the superscript “z” in the word final
position was expanded with “ur”, as in the forms “ueïtr” (1r1, 1r3, 1v3, 2r14, 2v10) or “itullur” (1v5), basing on the fact that u – epenthesis already took place, at the time of writing (read more in chapter 5.7).

A superscript “t” is used twice in the word final position: both times it was expanded as “it” since no example of the fricativization of t into ð had been identified throughout the fragment. A superscript “c” appears eight times in the personal pronoun “mik” and the adjective “mikit”/“mikill”. It was expanded as “ik” since there is no written-out forms that could suggest spellings with “c”. However, it is not impossible that the superscript “t” and “c” both stand for fricatives and that these become “fossilized” as abbreviations.

A superscript “u” is used in the word “ueïzl ſu ei|n” (2r18|19) and it was expanded as “u”. Superscript “a” is used twice: once for an abbreviation of “manna” (2r10) and the other time in the word “lovakí” (2v23), where it was expanded just as “a”. An uncertain form of “fïarh|eïmtni” (2r4|5) is discussed in the notes on the transcription.

8. Date

The date of the manuscript varies in many scholarly analyses. In the introduction to the Latin translation of the saga, Skúli Thorlacius stated that, according to Jón Johnsonius, all fragments of AM 162 B fol. are dated to the 14th century, based on the orthography and script (Nials saga 1809, XXIII).

However, another date is given in Kålund’s Katalog, where AM 162 B α fol. is dated to the 15th century (Katalog 1889, 117-118). The same dating can be found in the edition of Njáls saga by Finnur Jónsson (1902, XLI), and the edition by Einar Ól. Sveinsson (1954, CLI), as well as in his book on the manuscript tradition of Njáls saga (Einar Ól. Sveinsson 1953, 11). In the Ordbog over det norrone prosasprog (1989, 434) the given date is c. 1400-1500.

An earlier dating was given by Jón Þorkelsson (1889, 773), in his article Om håndskripterne af Njála, where he suggested a date around 1320 for the fragment α. In the article, references to Jón Sigurðsson’s dating can be found: Jón Sigurðsson wanted to believe
that this fragment was from the 13th century (Jón Sigurðsson AM 394 fol 177r after Jón Þorkelsson 1889, 676).

The dating below was established with reference to the palaeographic features described in chapter 4, the phonological changes described in chapter 5 and the orthographic features described in chapter 6.

Palaeographical analysis allows us to characterize the script as Cursiva Antiquior. Cursive script reached Iceland in the first half of the 14th century and it can be found in the charters as early as 1330, for example, in charter DI II nr, 397 from July 5, 1330 (Stefán Karlsson 1963a, 6; 1963b, 10; Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson 2004, 66-67; 2008, 91). Cursive appears in manuscript books dated to the end of 14th century, for example in AM 194 8vo dated to 1387 or the Flateyjarbók GKS 1005 fol. dated to 1387-1394 (Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson 2007, 66-69). Thanks to a consultation with Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, it is possible to point out that the particular script type found in α seems to have more in common with 15th century cursive then with that of the 14th century. An interesting feature of α are the long ascenders in the top lines of each leaf—they closely resemble decorations of the charter DI IV nr. 581, dated to 1434, which was written also in Cursiva Antiquior.

In linguistic analysis the rule of thumb has been that a absence of evidence of a change is less informative than direct or indirect (e.g. through inverse spellings) evidence of change. Therefore archaic spelling with “k” in the word final position, and without signs of fricativization is not the proof of an earlier date of the manuscript’s writing, but rather an example of conservative spellings that were possibly taken straight from the exemplar. The linguistic features that have been used to establish the manuscript date are listed in Table 21 below. The main criteria taken under consideration are the completed long vowel merger, and the diphthongization of short e before ng, which both hint that the manuscript was written not earlier than the last quarter of the 14th century.
In orthographical analysis the same rule as with phonological change has been employed. Therefore, the features that were the most informative were the notations of the fricatives and the middle voice: both point to the date being after the year 1375.

### 22. List of linguistics and orthographic features used for dating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>AM 162 B α fol.</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dental fricatives in non-final position</td>
<td>“þ” used once in the internal position; 66 instances of “d” but none of “ð”; the letter “ð” is not used at all.</td>
<td>The letter “ð” gradually falls out of use in the course of the 14th century and is very rarely seen after 1400. The absence of “ð” could thus point to the 3rd quarter of the 14th century, but more likely to the 4th quarter or later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic form of the middle voice ending</td>
<td>Predominantly “zt”, once “z” in “retz”.</td>
<td>The spelling “zt” appear sporadically in the first half of the 14th century, but gains ground in the second half and becomes the predominant spelling in the first quarter of the 15th century. This spelling thus points to the late 14th century or later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merger ( \acute{e} + \grave{o} &gt; \acute{e} )</td>
<td>“æ” used exclusively to represent vowel resulting from the merger.</td>
<td>Shortly after the merger various symbols were used to denote the resulting vowel, but later “æ” starts to dominate. It becomes the predominant form by 1400. This spelling thus points to the late 14th century or later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derounding of ( y ) into ( i )</td>
<td>Not in evidence.</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The diphthongization before ( gi )</td>
<td>In evidence.</td>
<td>The orthographic representation of the diphthongization before ( gi ) is dated to the period after 1300.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The diphthongization before ( ng/nk )</td>
<td>Only one form without signs of diphthongization.</td>
<td>The prevalence of diphthongal spellings suggests a date in the late 14th century or later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic change “vo” for “vā”</td>
<td>“vā” used once, but “vo” used 11 times.</td>
<td>The high incidence of orthographic “vo” suggests a date in the 14th century or later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fricativization of word-final ( t )</td>
<td>Not in evidence.</td>
<td>This is a very archaic feature that could be consistent with early 14(^{th} ) century orthography, but it appears alongside with the innovative features mentioned above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fricativization of word-final ( k )</td>
<td>“g” used 2 times – change already took place (16 with “k”).</td>
<td>This pattern could be consistent with 14(^{th} ) century orthography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization of ( \acute{e} )</td>
<td>Not in evidence.</td>
<td>This could be consistent with 14(^{th} ) century orthography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel epenthesis</td>
<td>Only one example: “faguzt”. Reversed spelling: “faudz”, scribe uses “z” interchangeably with “r”. Superscript “z” used in abbreviated forms “vestur” and “stilltur”.</td>
<td>The ( u )-insertion began in the last quarter of the 13(^{th} ) century when ( r ) appears between true consonants. In the second half of the 14(^{th} ) century, however, the epenthetic ( u ) can be found before ( r ) in the word final position preceded by the hard stops ( p, t, k ). The evidence from ( \alpha ) suggests a date in the second half of the 14(^{th} ) century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonant epenthesis</td>
<td>Reversed spelling “kalldyrum”.</td>
<td>The long consonants ( ll ) and ( nn ), when following a long vowel or a diphthong, and ( rl ) and ( rn ) fell together in the pronunciation as ( tl ) and ( tn ) in the course of 14(^{th} ) century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palatalization of ( g ) and ( k )</td>
<td>Orthographical representation of palatalization before ( \ddot{a} ) from earlier ( a ), but no evidence before ( e ).</td>
<td>In the 14(^{th} ) century, palatalization is denoted orthographically before the vowels ( æ ) and ( \ddot{a} ) (from ( o )) and occasionally ( e ). In the 15(^{th} ) century, palatalization appears more often and increasingly before ( e ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two manuscripts with established absolute date can be used for a comparative analysis with the orthography of \( \alpha \): AM 350 fol., *Skarðsbók* Jónsbókar, dated to 1363, and GKS 1005 fol., *Flateyjarbók*, dated to 1387-1394. The orthography of *Skarðsbók* was described by Jón Helgason (1926), and the orthography of *Flateyjarbók* was analysed by Kolbrún Haraldsdóttir (2004). In Table 23 below, the particular changes that are described in both publications were compared with AM 162 \( \alpha \) fol. to establish similarities in the orthography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>AM 162 B α fol., (1400–1500)</th>
<th>AM 350 fol., (1363)</th>
<th>GKS 1005 fol., (1387–1394)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Merger á + ó &gt; æ</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derounding of y into i</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The diphthongization before -gi</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The diphthongization before ng/nk</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic change “vo” for “vá”</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fricativization of word-final t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fricativization of word-final k</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization of é</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palatalization of g and k</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the comparison presented above in the Table 22 the orthography of α bears a closer resemblance to the orthography of GKS 1005, Flateyjarbók, dated to 1387–1394, than to that of Skarðsbók. The changes that are registered in the orthography of α and Flateyjarbók but not in Skarðsbók, are: the diphthongization before ng/nk, the orthographic change of “vá” into “vo”, and the fricativization of word-final k. However, α has several features which are not seen in either of the other manuscripts: more archaic orthography in the case of the diphthongization of é, the fricativization of word-final t, and the derounding of y into i.

To sum up, the date of the writing of the manuscript, as based on the aforementioned criteria can hardly be any earlier than 1375. The orthography of α shows a mixture of innovative and archaic features, but the innovative features are bound to carry more weight than the archaic ones, as the latter could be attributed to the influence of the exemplar. There are no examples of language change or orthographical evidence that would limit the time of writing to only after the year 1400. However the orthography of α frequently parallels that of GKS 2868, Skafinskinna, dated to around 1350–1400 and AM 466 4to, Oddabók, dated to around 1460, sometimes showing more similarities to the younger one. This suggests that α may be placed between the two in a relative chronological order.

The extensive use of Cursiva Antiquior in manuscript books dated to the 15th century and the fact that the scribe of α uses “zt” and “z” to denote the middle voice, as well as the usage of “z” not only after “o” and “d” but also following “b”, “g”, “u”, “y”, alongside with
the similarities in the orthography of Flateyjarbók (1387-1394) and analogies in decorations of ascenders in DI IV nr. 581 (1434), allows us to safely date the manuscript’s writing somewhere between the last decade of the 14th century and the first decades of the 15th century (1490-1540).

9. The transmission of the text

Brennu-Njáls saga is preserved in over 60 manuscripts and fragments. Its complicated and interesting history of transmission is the subject of an aforementioned research project “The Variance of Njáls saga”. In this chapter an attempt to revise the position of fragment α in the existing stemmas is presented, proceeded by a presentation of the state of research on this topic.

9.1 State of research on the transmission of Njáls saga

The first scholar who classified the medieval manuscripts of Njáls saga was Hanns Schnorr von Carolsfeld, who presented the first stemma of this work (Lehmann and Schnorr von Carolsfeld 1883, 146). As it is shown below in Image. 8, that reproduces Schnorr von Carolsfeld’s stemma, Hanns Schnorr von Carolsfeld did not include the fragments, as AM 162 B α, in his analysis. From the perspective of this research it is noteworthy that Hanns Schnorr von Carolsfeld puts AM 466 to, Oddabók in the same branch as AM 486 4to, Reykjabók, and AM 133 fol., Kálfalækjarbók. However Oddabók is closer to the archetype than the other two, which were derived from a common ancestor – “ε”. GKS 2868, Skafinskinna and GKS 2870 4to, Gráskinna are place in the other branch which was derived from a common ancestor - “δ”.
The analysis of manuscripts of *Njáls saga* by Jón Þorkelsson results in another stemma that is presented below (Img. 9). In Jón Þorkelsson’s stemma the small letters represent manuscripts which no longer exist and which are supposed to be common ancestors for existing manuscripts. These existing manuscripts are represented with capital letters. Although fragments are not included in the stemma itself, Jón Þorkelsson did make some important observations about these:

*Af det foran fremsatte om de mindre fragmenter kan man også udfinde deres plads i schemaet; de höre alle udelukkende til FB-klassen [Reykjabók–Kálfalækjarbók group], og de fleste ligge henholdsvis imellem D [AM 309 4to., Bæjarbók], B [Kálfalækjarbók] og F [Reykjabók] (Jón Þorkelsson 1889, 783).*

Referring to α, he states:


When referring to the fragment β of AM 162 B fol. he emphasised that this fragment is closely related to Reykjabók and Kálfalækjarbók, as well as to the fragment α of AM 162 B fol. (Jón Þorkelsson 1889, 778).
The stemmas by Hans Schnorr von Carolsfeld and Jón Þorkelsson were revisited by Einar Ól Sveinsson (1951, 1953, 1954). He took under consideration all medieval fragments as well as more complete medieval manuscripts and organized them in a new stemma. Einar Ól. Sveinsson divided all the medieval manuscripts into two main branches derived from the common ancestors X and V. Since there are no manuscripts descending directly from V in this branch, two sub-classes were created: Y and Z, as presented in Image 10 below.

Einar Ól Sveinsson confirmed what Jón Þorkelsson wrote about fragments α and β, stating that they definitely do not belong to class Z, because when they differ from Z they follow X. However they cannot be compared to any of the Y-class manuscripts, because non
of the manuscripts in Y class preserved corresponding to α and β text (Einar Ól. Sveinsson 1953, 87). The stemma of class X is presented below in Image 11.

**Img. 11. Stemma by Einar ÖI. Sveinsson, the X-class.**

2) The X-class.

```
\[ *X \\
  \_ *X_1 \_ R2 R4 O3 K2 \\
  \_ *X_2 \_ S2 Sv1 Ga1 \_ R1 R3 K1 O1 Bb1 Bb3
```

Einar Ól. Sveinsson emphasises that α and β do belong to class X, but to some other textual branch than x₃ – the branch that Reykjabók (R1), Kálfaleksjárbók (K1) and Oddabók (O1) are derived from. Because of the lack of other texts which would have contained corresponding text the precise establishment of this relationship is not possible (Einar Ól. Sveinsson 1953, 88). He sums up his observations:

In chs. 1-19 the three manuscripts R [Reyjabók], K [Kálfaleksjárbók] and O [Oddabók] represent x₃. The two fragments β and α belong to some other textual line within the X-class, and PjII is closely akin with R (Einar Ól. Sveinsson 1953, 139). While discussing the position of AM 162 B β fol. Einar Ól. Sveinsson noticed some similarities between β and Z class of manuscripts, such as Gráskinna and Skafinskinna.

He states:

I should like to call attention to […] the relation of β (and α) to RK […]. β derives obviously from another manuscript than x₃, it seems to treat the text more freely than RK, but on the other hand there are examples that show its wording to be closer to Z than RK (Einar Ól. Sveinsson 1953, 119).

It is worth noting that unlike previous scholars Einar Ól. Sveinsson treated particular parts of the text preserved in discussed manuscripts separately in his stemma, giving them additional numbers. He suggested that R1, R3, K1 and O1 are all derived from the common ancestor X₃, without any intermediate manuscript, but that O3, together with R2, R4, and K2 are direct descendants of X. Both Hans Schnorr von Carolsfeld and Jón Þorkelsson placed entire text of

Building on Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s (1953) observations Alaric Hall (2013) is the first scholar to actually put all the fragments into a graphic representation of the stemma, pointing out the similarities between the fragments belonging to AM 162 B fol, which were not included in Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s stemma. He introduced a node “*” that is a common ancestor of the fragments alpha and beta and suggested that “*” is related to the fragments eta and iota, being delivered straight from x₁. In Image. 12 below, part of the Hall’s stemma is presented. It is restricted to the area representing the branch X, that describes the relationship between α and other manuscripts within this branch. For a complete stemma and for more references see Hall (2013) and Zeevaert et. al (forthcoming).
Img. 12. Stemma by Alaric Hall, The X-class.
9.2 A new stemma

All researchers mentioned above determined that fragment α of AM 162 B fol. shares a close relationship with AM 468 4to, Reykjabók and AM 133 fol., Kálfalekjarbók. This places it in the Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s X-class of Njáls saga manuscripts. Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s (1951, 1953, 1954) analysis of the textual variation seems to be based mainly on the chapters not preserved in fragment α. His observations about the fragment α seem to be based largely on Jón Þorkelsson’s conclusions about the agreement between the different manuscripts. The limited discussion on AM 162 B α fol in earlier scholarship calls for a more detailed examination of the textual variation between α and the other Njáls saga manuscripts containing corresponding text.

The aim of this subchapter is to revise the classification of the fragment α in the stemma using and computer-assisted methods. A new stemma of chapter 8 of Njáls saga was created for this purpose, using the software Pars and Draw Tree (Felsenstein version 3.69). Additionally, in order to verify the results achieved by computer analysis, an apparatus with a complete set of variant readings was prepared.

The idea of preparing a computer-based stemma was inspired by one of the advanced group workshops offered during the 2013 Arnamagnæan Summer School in Manuscript Studies which coordinated by Alaric Hall. The aim of the workshop was to prepare a computer-assisted stemma of all manuscripts containing Chapter 86 of Njáls saga. A description of the project and its results can be found in an article prepared by Ludger Zeevaert et. al. (forthcoming). According to O’Hara and Robinson (1993) the idea of computer assisted analysis of the text’s transmission was motivated by the observed similarities between stemmatics and biological systematics. Both disciplines share a common aim, namely to reconstruct a tree of descent based on the comparison of descendants which share a common ancestor. The historical survey of cladistic analysis with use of phylogenetic software and the main methodological problems have been described in a number of publications (O’Hara and Robinson 1993, 1996; Robinson 1997; Hall and Parsons 2013; Hall 2014).
The choice of chapter 8 of *Njáls saga* was dictated by contents of the fragment α and the fact that an effective analysis, based on certain variant readings, can be done only for the leaves 1v and 2r (read about the condition of the fragment in chapter 2). This limits the text to the lines 7\(^{95} - 8^{52}\) in Konráð Gíslason edition (1875). However, as will be discussed later in this chapter, an attempt to create a stemma for the entire chapter was also made. Texts which correspond to AM 162 B α fol, and are preserved in the following medieval parchment manuscripts were used for the analysis:

24. Medieval manuscripts used for a textual comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abbr.</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>shelf mark</th>
<th>text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Reykjabók</td>
<td>AM 468 4to</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Kálfaekjarbók</td>
<td>AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>AM 162B β fol.</td>
<td>lacuna from 9(^{18})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Skafinskinna</td>
<td>GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Oddabók</td>
<td>AM 466 4to</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Gráskinna</td>
<td>GKS 2870 4to</td>
<td>lacuna from 8(^{52})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, following the suggestion of Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, two post-medieval paper manuscripts were used in this research in order to establish a relation between α and a *Gullskinna*-branch of manuscripts: AM 136 fol., dated around 1640, and AM 469 4to dated to around 1705. A lost medieval manuscript called *Gullskinna* is believed to be an ancestor of many post-medieval paper manuscripts that need to be examined for the purpose of achieving a complete overview of the transmission of the saga (Jón Þorkelsson 1889, Már Jónsson 1996, Zeevaert forthcoming). Both chosen manuscripts are believed to be a direct descendants of *Gullskinna*. To make it easier for references the letters “G” and “F” were assigned to these manuscripts. The letter “F” was assigned to AM 469 4to, *Fagureyjarbók* (Jón Þorkelsson 1889, 737) and the letter “G” was assigned to AM 136 fol. which Árni Magnússon received from Sveinn Torfason from Gaulverjábær, and which, for the sake of convenience, will be referred
to here as *Gaulverjabæjarbók* (Jón Þorkelson 1889, 721-722). Text corresponding to $\alpha$ is preserved in both manuscripts:

25. **Manuscripts from a Gullskinna branch used for a textual comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abbr.</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>shelf mark</th>
<th>text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td><em>Gaulverjabæjarbók</em></td>
<td>AM 136 fol.</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td><em>Fagureyjarbók</em></td>
<td>AM 469 4to</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following Alaric’s Hall practice for this analysis, two main computer tools were employed: cladistic analysis and variant database analysis. For the cladistic analysis the aforementioned phylogenetic softwares Pars and Draw Tree were used. In order to create a stemma based on textual variants all manuscripts were transcribed into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Orthographic variants were considered in this research, therefore, the orthography was normalized by applying the same rules as were applied when normalizing the transcription of $\alpha$ (discussed in chapter 11).

At first, a text which corresponds to each line of $\alpha$ was transcribed, starting with the line 1v1 of $\alpha$, that is, in chapter 7 of *Njáls saga*. In lines where textual variants were recognized the text of a transcription was divided into smaller parts to make the variants more accurate. Take, for example, line 1v5: “er kona hans var í burtu ok var hann stilltr vel hann”. This was divided into columns H – J, as can be seen in Table 26 below. In column “H”, manuscripts $\alpha$, R, K, O, Gr, and F share the same reading, but in column “J” manuscripts R, K, O, G, and F oppose $\alpha$, which shares a reading only with $\beta$.

26. **Spread-sheet, columns H–K**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM 162 B $\alpha$ fol</td>
<td>er kona hans var í brautu</td>
<td>ok var hann stilltr vel hann var</td>
<td>heima óll þau misseri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 162 B $\alpha$ fol</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 468 4to -Reykjabók</td>
<td>er kona hans var í brautu</td>
<td>ok er þo vel stilltr</td>
<td>ok var</td>
<td>heima óll þau misseri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 468 4to -Reykjabók</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 133 fol - Kálfalækjarbók</td>
<td>er kona hans var í brautu</td>
<td>ok er þo vel stilltr</td>
<td>ok var</td>
<td>heima óll þau misseri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 133 fol - Kálfalækjarbók</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 466 4to - Oddabók</td>
<td>er kona hans var í brautu</td>
<td>ok var þo mjög stilltr</td>
<td>ok var</td>
<td>heima óll þau misseri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 466 4to - Oddabók</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several attempts to create a reliable stemma and establish relations between the manuscripts were made. There is no space here for an expansive discussion of the entire process, and so instead the two main components of the research will be discussed. The first step was to use the software to generate the unrooted-stemma of the manuscripts which appear in Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s stemma. The transcription into the spreadsheet covered corresponding to α text from line 1v1 to 2v10. The number values were assigned to particular variants readings, in order to prepare data in a numerical form that software can process (Table 23 above). In places where readings were illegible, or where a manuscript had a lacuna in the text which made it impossible to specify the correct variant, a question mark was used. The numerical data, from seven manuscripts (R, K, O, Gr, S, α, β) with 118 variants for each manuscript (118 columns in the spread-sheet) was first processed by the software programme Pars and. Then, the software programme Draw Tree was used to obtain a graphic representation of the Pars results. As a result an unrooted stemma was achieved, which is presented in the Image 13 below.
It is clear in Image 13 that Reykjabók, Kálfalekjarbók and Oddabók appear close to each other on one branch, suggesting that there are close similarities among them. Gráskinna and Skafinskinna share a common ancestor, which creates the another branch. Also, both fragments from AM 162 B fol. share a common ancestor and α and β create the third independent group of manuscripts. The results achieved with the software correspond well with the Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s stemma, where early parts of Njáls saga, as preserved in Reykjavík (R1), Kálfalekjarbók (K1), and Oddabók (O1) all belong together to the X3 class (Img. 10), and Gráskinna (Gr), together with the early parts of the saga which are preserved in Skafinskinna (S1), belongs to class Z. At the same time the common ancestor of α and β suggested by Alaric Hall as a nod “*” has been confirmed (Img. 12).

At this point, when the effectiveness of the software was confirmed against Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s stemma and the position of α was confirmed, the readings from Gullskinna-branch: AM 469 4to, Fagureyjarbók and AM 136 fol., Gaulverjabæjarbók were added to the spreadsheet. The new data, drawn from nine manuscripts with 118 variants, was processed by
In this stemma *Fagureyjarbók* and *Gaulverjabæjarbók* are placed in a close proximity to the R, K, O group, and both share a common ancestor that could possibly be the lost medieval manuscript *Gullskinna*. What is important from the perspective of our research is that their readings did not influence the position of AM 162 B α fol. in the stemma: it still shows the closest similarity with the AM 162 B β fol..

In order to verify the results achieved during the computer-based analysis, and to examine the relationships among the manuscripts, the traditional interpretation method of textual variation was employed. Because of the orthographical comparison, that was presented in chapter 5 and 6, a new set of variant readings was prepared for chapter 8 of *Njáls saga*. The variants were recorded independently from the apparatus in the edition by Konráð Gíslason and the variants in the spread-sheet, which were used for a computer-assisted analysis. At this point the use of these linguistic variants instead of the normalized spreadsheet was dictated by the question of whether the manuscripts which belong to the same branch also share linguistic variants.
The readings that were counted were only these variant readings where one or more manuscripts stand against the others. This excluded reading where all manuscripts share the same variant. Therefore, the numbers given below are smaller than the ones presented by Jón Þorkelsson (1889, 777). The results of this comparison, as presented in the Table 24 below, showed that the highest degree of agreement in textual variants exists among fragment α and Kálfaðæjarbók and Oddabók. Also, Reykjabók and Gaulverjabæjarbók show significant agreement with α. Fragment α agrees 24 times with fragment β of AM 162 B fol. and 22 times with Fagureyjarbók, but only 13 times with Skafinskinna and 11 times with Gráskinna. It is worth mentioning that 25 of the common readings between α and Gaulverjabæjarbók are also common readings with Reykjabók. That means that α joins G only once against R, specifically, in the reading: “ok gistu at lundi” α, β, and G; “Höskuldr ok Hrútr gistu at lundi” R, K, F, Gr, S, and O. All common readings for α and Fagureyjarbók are also common readings with R, which means that α never joins F against Reykjabók.

27. Textual agreement between alpha and other manuscripts containing corresponding text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mss.</th>
<th>agreement with AM 162 B α fol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K: Kálfaðæjarbók, AM 133 fol.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O: Oddabók – AM 466 4to</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: Reykjabók, AM 468 4to</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G: Gaulverjabæjarbók, AM 136 fol.</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β: AM 162B β fol.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: Fagureyjarbók, AM 469 4to</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S: Skafinskinna, GKS 2868 4to</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr: Gráskinna – GKS 2870</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the perspective of the research on the transmission of the text preserved in the fragment α, it is significant, that α has many unique readings and that it stands alone 32 times, against all the other manuscripts, as for example:

- “er Hrúti vel farit” α; “er honum vel farit” R, K, O, F, G; “ok er honum farit vel”: S, Gr; illegible β.
- “þvi at hann er” α; “hann er” R, K, O, β, F, G; “er” S, Gr.
- “ok uoru menn” α; “ok hófðu menn” R, O, F, Gr, S; “mikit og hófðu menn” K; “og verðu menn” G; omitted β.
• “fveinar tveir” α; “en fveinar tveir” R, F, G, Gr, S; “tveir fveinar” O; illegible β.
• “giørvir elldar” α; “giørvir mâlelldar” R, β; “giørvir langelldar”: K, O, Gr, S; “giørvir mâlelldar” F; “mâlelldar giørvir” G.
• “rìda menn nu heim af þingi” α; “ok síðan rìda menn heim a þingi” R; “síðan rìda menn heim af þingi” Gr, G; “ok síðan riðu menn heim af þingi” β; “ok síðan rìðu menn heim af þingi” K; “ok síðan riðu menn af þingi” O, F.

The traditional apparatus clearly shows that text preserved in fragment α is much different than the text preserved in Reykjabók, Kálfalækjarbók, Oddabók, Gaulverjabæjarbók and Fagureyjarbók. At the same time, it shares more readings with this group of manuscripts than with Gráskinna and Skafinskinna.

The relationship of fragment α with fragment β needs more attention, since both Alaric Hall’s stemma (Img. 12), and the Pars’ stemmas (Img. 13 and 14) suggest that the fragments α and β are the descendants of a common ancestor. The textual variation shows that the reading of fragment α agrees with the reading of the fragment β 24 times. This calculations includes six examples where these two stand against all the other manuscripts and seven examples where readings of α and β join R, K, and O against Gr and S.

Thanks to a comparison of the textual variation with the results obtained by Pars, and with the context of the Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s observations it is possible to establish the significant probability of fragment α’s position in the stemma. It seems to be clear that the texts of Njáls saga’s chapter 8 which are preserved in Reykjabók, Kálfalækjarbók, Oddabók, Gaulverjabæjarbók and Fagureyjarbók belong to one group, which Einar Ól. Sveinsson called x3 and that they share a common ancestor with the fragments α and β. So all together, these manuscripts belong to the X-class of manuscripts of Njáls saga. On the other side Gáskinna and Skafinskinna stand together and correspond with Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s Z-class. Thanks to a consultation with Alaric Hall, it is possible to explain why there is no additional nod between the manuscripts belonging to the branch Z and x3 in the unrooted stemma: the software does not search for the archetype as the traditional stemmatology does. Rather, it examines the similarities between given material. Without additional readings that would be
much different from the variants used in the research, the software does not have a reason to add supplementary nods in the stemma.

10. Earlier editions

The text of AM 162 B alpha fol. has not been edited as a whole, but its readings were used in the apparatus of at least three critical editions of the saga, published in Havniae in 1809, Copenhagen in 1875 and Reykjavik in 1954.

The oldest edition that gives variant reading of α is the translation of Njáls saga into Latin, by Jón Jónssonius from 1809, under the title Nials saga. Historia Niali et filiorum, latinae reddita, com ajecta chronologia, variis textus islandici lectionibus, earumque crisi, nec non glosatio et indicee rerum ac locorum. References to AM 162 B fol. are given under an incorrect shelf number: AM 309 4to—the number of Bæjarbók. In this edition the shelf mark of Reykjabók is also incorrect: instead of 468, it is referred to as 298. The fragment α is mentioned as “fragm. membr. b” or “B”, matching the way that it is marked in the upper margin of leaf 2r. In this edition only some major textual variants can be found (Nials saga 1809, XXIII, Kålund 1889, s. 121; Jón Helgason 1962, XVII).

The monumental critical edition of Njáls saga entitled Njála udgivet efter gamle håndskrifter 1 by Konráð Gíslason and Eiríkur Jónsson gives almost exhaustive list of textual variants of α among the other manuscripts (Njála 1875).

To a significantly smaller extent the readings from the fragment α were used in the edition entitled Brennu-Njáls Saga in Íslenzk fornít series, volume XIII. The edition by Einar Ól. Sveinsson gives variants from α in particular only twice. The first one is as a variant of “langeldar K, O, Z; máleldar R, β; eldar: α” (p.29) and the second references to the omission “ok þvi – kólluð R, K, O; sl. α, β, S.” (p.29). Elsewhere, Einar Ól. Sveinsson references the group of manuscripts generally, using his X, Y, and Z divisions (Brennu-Njáls Saga 1954).

11. This edition

One of the aims of this thesis, as was stated in the introduction, was to prepare a text of a fragment α of AM 162 B for a publication in the Medieval Nordic Text Archive
(MENOTA). Therefore, the transcription was done electronically with the use of Extensible
Mark-up Language (XML) for encoding, and the software Oxygen Editor running on an
academic use licence.

This edition of the text preserved in α, presented as an appendix to this thesis, was
prepared on three levels of transcription - facsimile, diplomatic and normalized - prepared
simultaneously in Oxygen Editor following the Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and
Interchange which are available on the homepage of the Text Encoding Initiative (Driscoll
2006). Particular levels of transcription are shown below in the example of the beginning of a
line 9 on the verso side of leaf nr. 1 (Img. 15-19).

The facsimile level is indeed a strict diplomatic transcription that preserves the text as close to
the original as it is possible presenting the reader a text with a minimum of the editor’s
arbitrary influence (Driscoll 2006, 2010). Therefore, on this level, all so-called “accidentals”
(Gregg 1950-51, 21) such as spelling, line breaks or punctuation are reproduced following the layout of the manuscript. Abbreviations are not expanded and are encoded according to the *Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange* and the guidelines given by Matthew Driscoll (2009). However, particular letterforms are reproduced referring to their general shapes, and not reflecting individual scribal practice. For example all “f” in the document are represented with entity the “&finsclose;” regardless of whether the loops are fully closed or seem to be slightly open (Table 26). The same rule applies to other characters, as some examples in Table 25 below will show. The punctuation marks are placed on the writing line, regardless of whether are slightly elevated in the manuscript they. Only ligatures such as “æ”, “æ” are represented as ligatures. Due to the cursive script type, other joined letters were divided into separate characters: as for example, the ligature of long “ſ” and “t” is not reproduced as the ligature “ſt” rather as the separate characters “ſt”. Lacunae in the text are given as such, represented by supplied the rows of zeros. Unclear readings are marked as underlined.

**28. The standardisation of palaeographic symbols on facsimile level of transcription.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>character</th>
<th>form in manuscript</th>
<th>xml entity</th>
<th>form in transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>&amp;finsclose;</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>&amp;drot;</td>
<td>⌐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>&amp;jnodot;</td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diplomatic transcription level reproduces the text in a more standardized form. The word spellings are preserved according to the scribe’s practice, but the letterforms are limited to basics-only letterforms that can carry some linguistic value, as for example “ſ” was reproduced in unchanged form. Others were standardized, for example “&finsclose;” was
replaced by regular “f”. Abbreviations are expanded and marked in italics. Because of the length of the fragment the expanded forms are based on the presumed value of the abbreviation rather than written-out forms of the same word. Word-division, punctuation and capitalization are reproduced as on facsimile level, but the line division is not retained. The lacunas in a text are represented as zeros, without any supplied text. On three occasions—when a letter was unclear, but still seemed obvious to the editor—the letters were supplied in pointed brackets. All unclear readings are marked as underlined.

The normalized level gives a text in a fully standardized form following the “Classical Old Icelandic” spellings, this type of normalization dominates in the editions published in the Íslensk fornit series. All abbreviations are expanded without marking them in any way, The punctuation was supplied following the edition by Einar Ól. Sveinsson The language changes and the variations in spelling were not preserved therefore the normalized level represents a version of the text which is easily accessible to even inexperienced readers of Old Icelandic. Gaps in the text on the normalized level were supplied with the text from the editions by Konráð Gíslason and Eiríkur Jónsson as well as the edition by Einar Ól. Sveinsson and marked with pointed brackets. However, when the lacunae were too big in the subjective opinion of the editor, they are reproduced as such: in practice with a row of zeros.

12. Conclusions

Such an in depth analysis of the fragment α of AM 162 B fol. has never been attempted before. This short fragment, which preserved text of Njáls saga, was examined using codicological, palaeographical and linguistic methods. The analysis was mainly aimed at establishing the date of the manuscript’s writing.

The linguistic analysis highlighted the appearance of archaic forms in the fragment, such as lack of evidence for the fricativization of k and t in the word-final position, as well as a lack of evidence for the diphthongisation of é. These conservative spellings coexist with relatively young features such as diphthongization before ng and the orthographic change
from “vá” into “vo”. The orthography of the fragment lets us to date it to the period from the last quarter of the 14th century.

The palaeographic analysis- which revealed the use of rounded “r” not only following “d” and “o”, but also “b”, “g” “u” and “y”, as well as a Cursiva Antiquior script type and the characteristic decorations on the long ascenders – suggest that the writing occurred between the late 14th century and the first half of the 15th century. Unfortunately it was not possible to identify the hand of the fragment in other manuscripts. But for further research it is worth taking under consideration that a scribal milieu could possibly be located in the north-west of Iceland. The provenance of the letter DI IV nr. 581, where very similar decorations on the long decorated ascenders were found, as well as diphthongal spellings appearing in the fragment α, such as discussed in chapter 5 form “reykja”, could be foundation for a further research.

The transcription of the text preserved in the fragment α of AM 162 B fol. was prepared with use of XML-language and software Oxygen Editor and is presented on three leaves: facsimile, diplomatic and normalized. This representation of the text on three leaves allows the reader to choose what informations is interesting from the perspective of his own research, and to employ the data in a suitable way for further research.

In addition, the size of a manuscript that α perhaps originally belonged to was estimated, based on the transcription of α and the edition of the text of Reykjabók (2003). The hypothetical manuscript (Xα) would count around 194,9 leaves, in 24 gatherings, and the fragment α would have been placed in the second quire (leaves 10r-11v). These calculations are clearly hypothetical, since we do not know how close the text of α would have followed that of Reykjabók. As it is shown in chapter 9, the text of α does not belong to the same branch of the manuscripts as Reykjabók, but creates, together with β, a separate group within the X-branch. However referring to the size of the manuscript, that is relatively small (204 mm x 149 mm), the manuscript of Njáls saga (Xα), that α originally belonged to, would have to count around 190 leaves.
The text of the saga preserved in α was compared with readings from other medieval manuscripts that preserve corresponding text. Data was processed by the software programmes Pars and Draw Tree with the purpose of creating a unrooted stemma of examined material. As a result, the first stemma of chapter 8 of Njáls saga has been presented, including two manuscripts that are believed to be direct descendants of the lost medieval manuscript Gullskinna. The research here confirms the claim of Einar Ól Sveinsson, namely that a close relationship between fragment α and β of AM 162 B fol.. The research also confirms the complicated position of Oddabók in stemmas as presented by Hans Schnorr von Carolsfeld and Jón Þorkelsson. For further research, an examination of the relationship between postmedieval manuscripts that preserved corresponding to α text is needed in order to find out whether there are some manuscripts that could be descendants of α which would contribute to the existing research on the transmission of Njáls saga.
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Appendix A. Transcription of the text of AM 162 B α fol.

A.1 Facsimile level

1r

1 fe bez[0] ū[00] [000] li țiă 1 muozdâ uelť ū ūgm

2 [000] [00] [00] [0] [00] li plyria allr ĉeř uerfran

3 [00 00 0] b[00 0] muozdû uelť ū ūa 1 burr lêigi

4 [000...000] ba [00] mî riđâ ĕ ūngî ĉ ālf ūeu

5 [000...000] [000] [000] æclâ ḡkr riđ ur reykîu

6 [000 000 000 000] m̱ ĉer faurunaura ĉîna

7 [000...000] ĉ ĕhlu ūńiar

8 [000...000] ba ḡkr nepna uorț

9 [000...000] ţegîa ţkû ĉ ĉ ĕlag

10 [0000...000] ar Alžingîu mali

11 [0000...000] lauģû ţuka uorra ḡkr ĉepa pyî

12 ka[lldyțû ūd rid ĉu a[000] h[000] ĉ ĕrid ĉâl heîdi

13 ū fuo ĉ ĕhîlra uozdî ĉeid ĉ ĉ ĕrid ū mî ūn miū

14 ke[0]lat ĉ ĕhrua ʒmârd ĉn ĉ ĉu kêr ĉ ĉn miū ĉek

15 [0] [00] ma[0u]nûnù ḡkr̥u ʒlûdzejî ĉû ʒkoa țîn ě heîđe\n
16 [00] [0] h[0] h[0] h[0] m̱iū ūl̥ ʒ[00] uel mali ĉî [0] ĉ ĉ ĕhûd ʒpra ĉ

17 [000...000] ĉn ĉ ĕnad ĉok ĉû [0]rrțe

18 [000] la[0]d[00] [000...000] [0]lefť 1 muozdî ĉ ĕbad ĉîu

19 [000...000] ţungî buo ţîu ʒd ţîna

a b[000] [00] po[000] aul[0] [000] hî ū ʒ ʒafę ʒ reîd ĉ
laugberkē t fagēdī skīlīr u ṫ. ṭerā giōzū mī
aq nyum zīdīndū uūr poz hēi mī pāuđe ūnū
ē kō allōgeį gī efē ḫangar ūd
4 RUTR kom hēi t bza muok ḫ būgē
ē' kona hī ú j bruzzu t ū hī ūtūlī uel lin
ū hēa aull ḫau mīgī t reē ṫ aʊngū mān um
7 ūrē māl aēnā ūnī ēpē' reīd āē. t īģīsī t .ā. ḫoōd
hī mī līm t muōnūrū muog. Enē ī hī komūn āa al
īģī ūpūrdī hī āt ā.ā. gīgīā ī hī īģī līm ū āa
10 ēt ī hī ū ḫar aēluū ḫ mī āt ḫr mūndu rā
la ū māl līn ēiī ḫū ēckī ēiī hūn dāg ī mī gēg
ū t laugbergī nēpndī .ā. ī uortē t leyfrī ḫefau
13 k āa hēnū āē. ū pē māl dōrē ūnī t taldī niūtīgī
huīnāda leyfrī hī ḫa t gī'allādī t ur ġūlzī t leē
ūīrā ījjī. nīka uerlōgē hī leyfrī ĭmózūgī ēdm
16 ūn īē faukūn ātī āt kōma āt laugū leyfrī hī
lauglysfing āt heyzānta hlīōōī āt laugbdī ēiē ī
hī hāpō ī蹊īa mēl ūūadī āē. mēr hēiē ḫu ḫ
19 ūrē māl ēdā fēkī mī īār aē ērīdī kāppī īē
hezyā dōrē ūnār ēiī ūū gōdūllī ī dīng īkāp
ēīdā mū ēk her lārā fūoż īmōrī kōā ṫē ḫu
heþ' e þeir 1 hendi þ' þ e ek þ' nh. Melí ek
þuo þ ar þr se aller heyzandi uoet' e hia eþ
ar laugbergi ar ek íkosa þ' mh. aí holm h'

a þíngínu ei ú ligia mundau allr e
þar legg ek ú aþar þe 1amrít e e la húr
ueggða þeir e aþ audz ber eþ ep þu
uillt e beríazt ú m þa fktu aþ allrí þiah
emrúi þa þagnadí .m. e rezz þi ú uúí ûi
na ú holmgauguna þím þuadí þozundz godí
þar þarpþu ar ëa rað ú off û þeta mal þeþu
mæþ ð uirþa eþ þu beztz ú .k. ar þu munt
baði lara lyþ þeir e .k. uel þir. þtr lí þe
müll aþ þalþí fer e m þráknaztr þa kuad 'mh.
þ upp ar li uillðí e beríazt ú .k. nu úd op mít
ar laugbergi e ohlþod mít e hapõí .mh. ína me
þtu þuíuíðíng riða m nu høi aþ þíngi þr ëþ
.k. riðu uelþ e reyki dalf e gíþu ar lýndí
þar bíþ þiostrlþr fon biarí gullbera regn ha
þøi úþ mít ú dagíþi e ú m ôzðí uðe míoð úu
þa gíþþ íellø far þiostrlþi mulli þra bzoð
þueþar þueþir leku aí golþínu þ úu ûuíþu fëi
þ þ úu ûuíþu fúþí þiostrlþi meþ eþn lek hía
þm þr þu malger míoð e ouíþer aþar míþ
ek ík þ' s' úa e þeþna þ' aþ kooní e þña
22 ṭ e ar ṭ pá eckí fozdít añar fúadí ek fèk ṭ’ak
úu rek ek thík aþ allrí pilíeitúi ep ṭu ṭoζ
è ar beríaže ú ní þerta niú ṭr nauckría fíńú

1 ṭ g[000...000] hl[000...000] m[0]k[0]l[1] aþ heíia mín ṭa rei
ddízí h’ ṭ lauf[0000] m[0] ṭo[0] ñ[0] mín fem .m.
nei[0]d[000] eñ ṭo[0] kòj [00][0000] ṭ f[0][0000] ṭ
4 .l’ m. ú füeini’ úru urí ṭ ñg [0]ek[0] ṭo[0]are off
.l. m. gack hínar ṭ mín füeíníei guoðí fuo
.č. dzo [0]nng gull aþ h[0]ö[0]e [000] ṭ gap mín [000...000]
7 ṭ j bg[0][0]z ṭ leíza a [000...000]
úð[000...0000] míí þip[0][0] g[0] ek [00] k[000]
da. aþ bíu peck [000...0000] h
10 éian uelg ṭ è [000...000] níð
U e bár ṭ m[000...000] hallg[00] uex [0]p [000...000]
ṭ è k[000...000] ṭ m[000] uexei ṭ pague[0]
13 ríe ṭ fuo níe ar fín marí heylia fíg m hín [000...000]
rynd ṭ peingfaú ṭ ikphauurd þiøfroð bég po[0]z[0]
liar hí ú faudé eyfr ar a[e[00] hí ú ñkr m[000...000]
16 uel ṭ [0]apðí nígañ mañ ñeþ e[0]ger[0] a[0]gú p[0]
þ ú míe ar hí uerí hal[0000] eníi ikphb[000...000]
adv è nepníø þozuallð hí [000...000] of[000][0] hí bio
19 a me[0]alpeilðe fr[000...000] hí ú [000...000]
aræi ey[00] be[e[00] he[000] be[0] luggía ur[000]
eída p[0]rðí þad’ hap[0] hí [000][00] íkreið f[00] hí þu
22 ṭezi ṭozuallọ̀ u m[000...000] ṭeif ṭe nauk[000]

b3adze [0] Ḟkpi ṭ u [000] hue[000] i[0]m [00] ṭr ṭeṣe[0] [000]
łudu [0] ṭi fer hú ṭoz[000...000] am leia u kua

25 Ṣang eii ṭ ẹṣan[00]e a a ṣar [00]t[0000]di Ḟozu[00] hú

ɣi pullkọfa ọfuë [000...000] ɮ[00]ia hallëd' lang.
A.2 Diplomatic level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1r</th>
<th>1v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| fem be[0] ſían [000] hann lora 1 fiordu ueftur ok fígmu[000] [00] [00] [0] hann fyltia allt feit ſían [00] [00] [0] fiordum ueftur ok uera 1 hurt leiingi t[000...000] [b] [00] menn rída til þings ok allr eru [000...000] [000] [000] ætla fkaftu ríða ur reykiu [000] [000] [000] [000] [000] med þer færunauta þína [000...000] til huiðu þínar [000...000] hæ fkaft nefna uott [000...000] feigía fóilit ufd hann lag[000...000] at Alþingið mali [000...000] laugum flika uotta fkaftu hafa fyþer kalldýrum fídan ríd þu a br[00] ok ríð laxar daf hæi ok fóu til hollt uordu heidar ok ríð þar til mun þín mun lei[0] til hruta fiardar enn er þu kemr til mín mun ek [00] [00] malinu fkaftu alldreigu fídan koma honum 1 hennr [00] [0] ídr þu heim af þingi ok uar uutir heim komin ok fagnar [000] h[0] hun t[00] uel mali hann [0] uar uð hann blíd þeira [000...000] enn er uoradi ok hun fott [00] lag[00] [000...000] [0]eitr 1 fiordu ok bad henni [000...000] þingi bió hun ferd fína a br[000] [00] for [000] aull[0] [000] henni uar fyþir fagt ok reid a [0000] [00000] [000000000] leið[000] hennar ok fundu hana [000] [000] tok [000] [0000] [00000] fínni ok fþurdi hana huerí u hun hefði med þarit rada giord hann huergí hefi ek af [00]uðdít fagði hun hun geck einn dag til 1 1v 1 laugberkí ok fagði fóilit ufd uut þetta giordu menn at nyum tildíndum unnr for heim med fádr fínum ok kom alldreigu ueftur þangat fídan

[8. kafli]

RUTR kom heim ok bra miðk 1 þrun er kona hann uar 1 bruttu ok uar hann frillur uel hann uar heima aull þau miðeri ok red uðd auðgúan mann um fítt mal annat fíumar eptir reid uutir til þingi ok húskauldr broder hann med honum ok fiolmenntu miog. Enn er hann uar kominn a alþingi fþurdi hann at mordur gigia ueri a þingi honum uar fagt at hann uar þar ætludu þat menn at þeir mundu tala um mal fín enn þat uar eckí einn huern dag er menn gengu til laugbergí nefndi mordur fer uotta ok leyþi fefað að hennr nútir um fe mal dottur fínnar ok taldí niútig huurðradar leyþi hann þa til gíallda ok ut greizlu ok let úrnda. Íjí. marka utlegð hann leyþi þfiordungf dom þann fem fáukinn atti 1 at koma at laugum lýti hann lauglysqing at
heyranda hlíði at laugbergi enn er hann hafði þetta mælt fuaradí suðr meir heimter þu þetta mal eda færðar med þar að égnd kappir til heyrrer dottur þinarn enn med goduðla ok dreing ðkap ennda mun ek her lata fuor þotmi koma þuðat þu hefer eigi feit þi hendi þer þat er ek ðer med.

Mæli ek fuo fyrir at þeir fæ allur heyrandi uottar er hía eru at laugbergi at ek íkora þer mordur at holm her | 2r | a þinginu ok ðkal uð gíga mundrinn allr ok þar legg ek uð annat fe iammikit ok eigi fa huortueggja feit er af auðrum ber enn ef þu uillt eigi beriazt uð mik þa þkaðtu af allrí fíraheimtunni þa þagnadí mordur ok þet um uð uini fina um holmgænguna honum fuaradí þorunnd grói eigi þarftu at eiga rad uð off um þetta mal þvi at þu matt þat uita ef þu berzt uð su æt þu munt bæði lata lifit ok feit er suði uel farit. þóti at hann er mikill af síalfum fer ok mannna fræknæstr þa kuad mordur þat upp at hann uilldi eigi beriazt uð su æt nu uard op mikit at laugbergi ok ohliod mikit ok hafði mordur ína me ðta súuiriðing rida menn nu heim af þingi þeir þreitar hoskuldr suðr ridu ueftur til reykiar dalð ok gístu at lundi þar bió þíoftólfr ín biarnar gullbera regn hafði uerit mikit um daginn ok uor uor menn ordner uoter miok uoru þa gíorfer ellðar þat þíoftólfr þi millum þeira þreidra fieinau þeir leku að golfinu þat uoru uæizlu feuinar þat uoru uæizlu fuínar þíoftólfr mær ein lek hía þein þeir uoru malger miok ok ouitrer annar mæli ek ðkal þer mordur uera ok ísteðna þer af þonunni ok finna þat til at þ[u] fær ekki fórdi annar fuaradí ek ðkal þer suðr uera rek ek þik af allrí fíraheimtunni ef þu þorger eigi at beriazt uð mik þetta mæltu þeir nauckrum sinnum | 2v | ok g[000...000] h[000...000] m[0]k[0]l[0] af heima mornum þa reiditt hoskuldr ok laútt þ[000] m [pota] hann sém mordur nefnd[000] enn íprotinn kom þ[000][000] ok íþ[0000] fyrir hoskuldr mæli uð fæininn uertu uti ok dragr [0]ck[0] íþott at of lí suðr mæli gack hingat til min fueinnenn gjordi fuo suðr dro [00]nor gull af h[0]nnde [00] ok gaf honum [000...000] far þ [b][00]l ok leita a [000...000] þidan [000...000] mælti þin[00] ek [00] h[000] dan af þeftu feck [000...000] heiman ueftur ok er [000...000] mardar

[9. kafli]

[N]U e[r] þat til [000...000] hallger[00] uex [0]p [000...000] ok er k[000...000] ok m[000] uexti ok fagurt [0]rit ok fuo mikit at hun mæti heylia fíg med hun [000...000] rlynd ok
feingfaum ok ñkaphaurd þíoftolfr heþ fo[0]t[0] hennar hann uar laudreyfr at æ[00] hann uar
{|terkr m[000...000] uel ok [0]aðdi margann mann drepit ok bætanna a[0]gmann f[0] þat uar meld at
hann uærí hal[0000] eingi ñkap[000...000] adr er nefndr þoralldr hann [000...000] of[0000]rf
hann bio æ me[0]alfeldz ft[000...000] hann uar [000...000] ætt ey[00] þær er biarn ey[00]
he[000] þæ[0] liggia ut [000...000] eída f[0]rdí þadann hafd[0] hann [0000]l [00] fkreid [00] hann
þurftí þoralldr uar m[000...000] teí í ok nauk[000] bradr [0] ñkapi þat uar [000] hue[0000] [000]
þeir fed[0]ar [000...000]luðu [0] med ler huar þor[000...000] æ leita um kugnfang enn þat
fan[00]t æ at [00]t[000]di þotti [00] huergi fullkofta ofuífr [000...000] h[00]la hallgerdar lang
A.3 Normalized level


[8. kafli]

Hrútr kom heim ok brá mjók í brún, er kona hans var í brottu, ok var hann stilltr vel. Hann var heima òll þau misseri ok réð við ongyan mann um sitt mál. Annat sumar eptir reið Hrútr til þings ok Hoþkuldr, bróðir hans, með honum ok fjoðmenntu mjók. En er hann var kominn á alþing, spurði hann at Móðr gígja væri á þingi. Honum var sagt, at hann var þar. Ætluðu þat menn, at þeir mundu tala um mál sin, en þat var ekki.

Einn hvern dag, er menn gengu til lögbergs, nefindi Móðr sér váttta ok lýsti fésök á hendr Hrúti um fémál döttur sinnar ok talði nú tiði hundraða: lýsti hann þá til gjalda ok útgreiðlu ok lét virða þriggja marka útlegð. Hann lýsti í fjórðungsdóm þann, sem sökin átti í at koma at lögum. Lýsti hann loglýsing at heyranda hljóði at lögbergi. En er hann haði þetta
mælt, svaraði Hrútr: "Meir heimtir þú þetta mál eða sökar með fjár ágirnd [ok] kappi er til heyrir dóturt þinnar en með gödvilja ok drengskap, enda mun ek hér láta svör í móti koma, því at þú hefir eigi féit í hendi þér, þat er ek fer með. Mæli ek svá fyrir, at þeir sé allir heyrandi vattar, er hjá eru at lögbergi, at ek skora þér, Mǫrðr, á hölm hér á þinginu, ok skal við liggja mundrinn allr, ok þar legg ek við annat fé jafnmikit, ok eigi sí hvártveggja féit, er af görum berr, en ef þú villt eigi berjask við mik, þá skaltu af allri fjárheimtunni." Þá þagnaði Mǫrðr ok rézk um við vini sína um hölmgönguna. Honum svaraði Jǫrundr goði: "Eigi þarf til at eiga ráð við oss um þetta mál, því at þú mátt þat vita, ef þú bersk við Hrútr, at þú munt beði láta lífit ok féit; er Hrúti vel farit; því at hann er mikill af sjálfum sér ok manna fræknstr." Þá kvað Mǫrðr þat upp, at hann vildi eigi berjask við Hrútr. Nú varð óp mikit at lögbergi ok óhljóð mikit ok hafði Mǫrðr ina mestu svívöring.

[9. kafli]

[Nú] er þat til mál[ís] [at taka at] Hallgerðr vex [up]p [dóttir Hóskulds], ok er kvenna [fríðust] [sýn]um ok mikil vexti, ok fagrt hárit ok svá mikit, at hon mátti h[ylja] sik með. Hon [var] [g]rlýnd ok fengsóm ok skaphörð. Þjóstólfr hét fóstri hennar; hann var suðreyskr at [ætt]. Hann var sterkr m[aðr] [ok vígr] vel ok [h]afði margan m[ann] [d]repit ok bættan öngvan fé. Þat var mælt, at hann væri Hall[gerði] engi skap[bætir].

Appendix B. Notes on the transcription

All forms that appear as underlined in the transcriptions on diplomatic and facsimile level were either unclear or readings were problematic. Especially *recto* side of leaf nr. 1 and *verso* side of leaf nr. 2 delivers many problematic readings due to the condition of parchment. Illegible readings are marked in a transcription on facs and dipl level with [0], and supplied text based on Einar Ól. Sveinsson’s and Konráð Gíslason’s edition is provided on norm level, in square brackets. Not all of these examples are described below, giving priority to the ones with linguistic value.

The forms abbreviated with superscript character “z” were expanded as “ur” on the diplomatic level, but on the same level the character “z” written on-line, was represented as “r”. The abbreviation of word *fyrir* was expanded as “fyrer” where abbreviated with the superscript “er”-curl, but as “fyrir”, when abbreviated with the superscript “i”.

“bezt” (1r1) “z” is unclear and “t” was supplied on normalized level.

“fílan” (1r1) “bh” is unclear, but probably was used in the top line in purpose to add decorations on the ascender, elsewhere spelling “fílan” appears. In a transcription on facs and dipl levels “bh” appears, on normalized “ð”.

“hann” (1r1) an abbreviation bar on “h” is unclear, it is expanded as hann on dipl level.

“fara” (1r1) superscript “r” is unclear.

“i” (1r1) appears on facs and dipl level, but on norm it appears as “i” since it stands for this preposition.

“uera” (1r3) the abbreviation mark looks more like a superscript “c” than “er” abbreviation, basing on the usual shape of “er” abbreviation it is also possible that part of the “er” abbreviation was damaged and is illegible now.

“aller” (1r4) “er” – abbreviation mark was expanded as “er” basing on the written out form “aller” (1v23).

“til” (1r13) superscript “i” is barley visible and it seems to join the descended curve of “x” from the line above.
“uar” (1r16) superscript “r” is barely visible

“laugberks” (1v1) logbergs seems to be spelled with “k” to allow scribe adding decorated ascender in the top line.

“hann” (1v5) abbreviation looks exactly the same as abbreviation for “húnn” it is contraction with written out “h” and “n” with abbreviation bar above.

“ætludu” (1v10) – scribal error “g” corrected into “ǚ”.

“firah|eimtunni” (2r4|5) – superscript character that appears between “i” and “a” is problematic. It shapes seems to be “ฏ” superscript, overlapping accent mark of “i”. The expansion is problematic, if the abbreviation mark was over a it could be expanded as “r” in “hundrada” (1v13) or as “ur” in “dottur” (1v13). But with this position it can be interpreted as a scribal error for fjárheimtunni. Especially because there is another form “furheimtunni” (2r23) abbreviated with superscript “r”.

“þat váru veizlusveinar” (2r18-19) dittography, with scribal error in second appearance of sveinar “fvínar”.

“þ” (2r22) scribal error, supplied “u” on dipl and norm level

“e” (2v11) scribal error, supplied “r” on dipl and norm level

“heylía” (2v13) hylía, this reading is unclear since cluster “ey” does not look like usual.

“þauðseyfkr” (2v15) – the curved bar above the “a” can mean that scribe indicated this way error.

“fkapr” (2v23) superscript “a” seems to stand for single character, what is rather unusual.
### Appendix c. The alphabet of alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonographiceme</th>
<th>Graph-type</th>
<th>Graph – type variant</th>
<th>Graph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>a</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/á/</td>
<td>/á/</td>
<td>a</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>b</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>d_{1}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d_{2}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>e</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>f_{1}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f_{2}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>g_{1}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g_{2}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>h_{1}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h_{2}</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>i₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/j/</td>
<td></td>
<td>i₃</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/M/</td>
<td></td>
<td>M₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>p₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>t₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>f₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/x/</td>
<td>/x/</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/y/</td>
<td>/y/</td>
<td>y₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>z₁</td>
<td>z₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix D. Types of the abbreviations of alpha

#### D.1 Abbreviations with a lexical reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suspensions</th>
<th>Contractions</th>
<th>Brevigraphs with lexical reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example of abbreviation</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>Example of abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hann</td>
<td>hannon</td>
<td>hanf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>þat</td>
<td>machu</td>
<td>æltu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fkal</td>
<td>þeir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broður</td>
<td>uoru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eigi</td>
<td>uar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fyrir</td>
<td>með</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>við</td>
<td>mik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>til</td>
<td>manna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>menn</td>
<td>fkal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mordr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### D.2 Abbreviations with a specific graphemic reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superscript signs</th>
<th>Superscript letters</th>
<th>Linear brevigraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example of abbreviation</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>Example of abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{ko} )</td>
<td>( \text{kom} )</td>
<td>( \text{dreing ðkap} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{brædra} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{huort} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{høskuldur} )</td>
<td>( \text{iammið} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{er} )</td>
<td>( \text{þidan} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{verit} )</td>
<td>( \text{hfit} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{unnr} )</td>
<td>( \text{marka} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{dott} )</td>
<td>( \text{dottur} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{Funnrada} )</td>
<td>( \text{hunadrada} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>